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Young Wild West's . Hottest Trail
OR, WINNING A BIG REWARD
BY AN OLD SCOUT
too well; and the other was that he was an inveterate gambler, he having the reputation of beOne fine morning in the fall, a few years ago, ing able to outwit the sharpest of the card sharps.
But he was a reliable man, just the same, and
when the part of our country known as the "Wild
West" was still anythiJlg but tame, a party of many times had he been the direct means of sav·riders came into the town of Durango, Colorado. ing the lives of Young Wild West and his comThere was nothing particularly strange about panions through his cleverness and skill. Wing
·this since people were coming and going every Wah, who was his brother, was the cook, and little
day: and many of them traveling horseback. But more can be said of him than that he was honest
the fact that' there were three females in the and willing, and had a way of minding his own
party was· bound to attract the attention of -even affairs and taking a nap whenever there was
·the very ordinary observer. Then, again, two nothing for him to do. Young Wild West had set
typical Chinamen who brought up the r~ar, lead- out to make a horseback trip through the ltocking a pair of well-loaded pack-horses, might have ies, his sole purpose being to hunt up what might
caused comment. In addition to the five already be found in the way of excitement and adventure.
·mentioned there were two• boys and a tall man He, as well as his partners, were well fixed in the
who looked very much to be an "old-time" West- way of riches, since they owned and were intererner, though he was a comparatively young man, ested in several good-paying mines.
All three of them had a hobby to keep busy and
at that.
The boys had the unmistakable air of real help along in the paving of civilization, which at
Westerners, too; and such they were, for the the time of which we write was something badly
dashing and fearless young fellow who was . rid- needed in many parts of the Wild West. It was
ing a superb sorrel stallion, _was no other than about eleven o'clock in the forenoon when they
Yqung Wild West, the Chatnpio? Dea.dshot of t?e rode into Durango and proceeded on up the prinWest, while the boy close behmd him was Jim cipal street until they came to the best hotel the
Dart one of his partners. The tall man referred town afforded: None of them were strangers
to h~d the honor of being Cheyenne Charlie, the there, since several times they had visited the
famous government scout, who, though. not what place before, and had put up at the same hotel.
might be called a leader of men, ~ad distin- But people are coming and going all the time, and
·g uished himself in many ways by his bravery. so it was with Durango.
He was proud to be call.ed a partner of _Young
Only a very few recognized the picturesqueWild West, as well as Jrm Dart. The girls, as looking party, .and some of these began cheering
deadyoung
the
by
of
spoken
tliey were always
them, while others, not knowing who they were,
shot and his partners, were Arietta Mu!dock, the looked on in surprise. With his long, light chest·
We~t;
Wild
Youn~
of
golden-haired sweetheart
nut hair hanging over his shoulders, and attired
Anna the wife of Cheyenne Charhe, and Eloise in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin, the young
Gard~er the sweetheart of Jim Dart.
deadshot certainly made a striking, not to say
. . Some ~f our readers may think that the two handsome, appearance. Spitfire, the horse he was
they
since
mentioning,
_, Chinamen were not worth
riding, arched his neck as the young rider lifted
were merely servants in the employ of the party. his head to bow his acknowledgments to those who
of
one
since
But that would be a mistaken idea,
were cheering him from the porch of the hot~l.
them was surely a wonderful character. He bore Ovations were more thap. common to Young Wild
to
wont
was
hE;
as
the name of Hop Wah, and
West and his friends. so not wishing to remain in
state very often, he came from. Chip.a. Hop was the limelight too long, the boy dismounted, and
_had
a elever magician, a born practical Joker, and
quickly assisted his sweetheart to do the sai_ne.
the happy faculty of being able to do. the right Charlie and Jim.did likewise for Anna and EloISe,
thing at the right time. T~at was quite ~nou~h and then the three hurried inside the hotel.
to make him worthy of mention. He had his fail"Now then, boys, I reckon we will fet the
ings, too. One was tha~ he ~iked ".tanglef~t,"
31rhich was his wa-y of designatmg whisky, a httle · horses around and have them taken care o ," Wild
CHAPTER I.-$10,000 Reward.
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said, in •his cool and easy way, as he nodded to
his partners•to come. on.
.. Seizing the bridles of Spitfire -and the creamwhite broncho .Arietta had been-riding, he led the
way around thrC>ugh the driveway that he knew
- would take them to the stables in the rear. Hop
. and Wing followed; ·bringing up at the tail-end of
the little procession, as it might be termed. Ali
sorts of remarks were made by the men standing
about. some of ·them n ot very complimentary to
the two heathens. But no one paid the least attention to them, and soon they were unsaddling
the animals. - The hostle r, of course, appeared;
and told them where they could put the horses.
It was not necessary for Wild or his partners to
tell the two Chinamen what to do with the loads
that were being taken from the pa ck-horses. Both
Jmew that the camping outfit and supplies shoul~
be placed under lock and key whenever they came
to a town or mining camp, since there were many
things that they could not very well afford to lose,
and thieves were likely. to be about nearly all the
time.
.
The young deadshot and his partners went on
back and entered the rat her commodious building
by a rear door. At the time of which we write
Durango could hai;dly be called a city. It was
quite a business centi;e, however, and men of all
types came and went from it, most of them being
ranchers, miners· and prospectors. Of course
there were a few fact ories in the town which gave
employment to the men living ther e. But the
many stores did most of their business from those
living in the outlying districts. Cowboys, several
Mexicans who appeared too lazy to work, a few
' cavdirymen, and several men, such as are always
to be found hanging about a hotel or any place
where strong drink is sold, were in the big barroom when the young deadshot and his partners
entered. It happened that the place had changed
hands since they were there before, but the new
proprietor had already been told who his guests
were, and he promptly came to them and shook ·
hands.
"My name is John Spri~ger, _Young Wild
West" he said. "I am runnm' this place now,
and i'm tryin' my best to do it in the right way.
I s'pose you want dinner?"
"That's right, Mr. Springer. Just make dinners for eight of us. I am counting the two
Chinamen. You can put them in the kitchen to
eat, of course."
"All right, sir, I'll give the order right away.
The City Hotel is bound to hold up its good reputation."
The landlord bowed and quickly left the room.
-When he came back a few minutes later he was
followed by a portly, mid~le-aged man who :Vas
attired in an expensive smt of clothes that might
have been built by a: tailor in Denver or some
other large city or town. On his head was an
up-to-date straw hat, and a pair of glasses rested
upon the bridge of his nose. He was greatly excited as he came into the barroom, and looked
around questioningly.
·
"There he is," John Springer, the proprietor,
said, pointing directly at our hero. "That's
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot of the
West. I reckon he's the boy you want to see, Mr.
Elwood:"
"Why, he's only a boy," and the man called El-

wood held up his hands a11d appeared to be greatly disappointed.
·
"That's all right," urged the landlord. "I know
he's only a boy, but from what I have heard gf
him I reckon he kin do ~ whole lot more than most
men kin. You're lookin' for somebody to find your
lost boy, a.n' if Young Wild West can't do it, it
ain't likely that there's anyone who can."
.
"What's that I hear, Mr . Spr inger," Wild asked,
for he had become suddenly inter ested in the conversation. "This gentleman has lost a boy?"
"Yes, yes!" Elwood exclaimed, t aking off his
glasses and wiping t hem excitedly. "Billy, my
twelve-year-old son, was kidna ped by a gang of
bandits, and is no doubt now confined somewhere
in the fastnesses of the mounta ins. I have offered
a reward of ten thousand dollars for his return
alive and well."
"What do you think of that, boys?" and the
young. deadshot tur ned to Charlie a nd Jim.
\
"Sorter looks as if we might have somethin' to
do," the scout answer ed.
·
"It certainly does," J im a dded. "Wild, suppose you have a talk wit h the gentlema n, and find
out the full particulars."
"That is just what I want to do. While I will
admit that I was disappoi-n terl in fi nding that you
were only a boy, Young Wild West," a nd Elwood
nodded to the young deadshot patronizingly, "I
take it for granted that our landlord knows what
he is talking about. Could you spare a few minutes with me in pr ivate? Of course . I mean you
to bring your partner;; with you. Mr. Springer
told me that they were with you . and I take it for
granted that these are the two."
"Right you are, Mr. Elwood. Certainly we can
spare a few minutes with you. We have nothing
to do until dinner-time, so if you choose you can
tell us all about this a ffair of yours, and probably
we may be able to help you."
The man grew somewhat excited again, but
afteer wiping his eyes and putting on his glasses.
he seized the young deadshot by the arm and
started for the door that opened into the hallway
of the building.
·
"Come on, boys," Wild said, nodding to his
partners.
.
William Elwood, the rich mine owner, hurried
to the stairway, and without saying a , word,
started to ascend it. Our three friends followed,
and when they reached the top found their conductor standing before a door which he had
opened.
. "Come into my room," he said. "I want to be
sure that no one hears our conversation, for I am
confident that spies are watching me all the time.'~
"Spies, eh?" Wild asked, looking at 'him curiously, as he entered the room.
As soon a s Charlie and Jim were inside Elwood closed and locked the door.
"Sit down," he said nervously.
. There were chairs there for the purpose, so the
three lost no time in accepting the invitation.
"Now then," Elwood said, lowering his voice
to almost a whisper, "the facts in the case, briefly
summed up, are these: I am a very wealthy man,
and it frequently happens that men of the villainous type to obtain money from such as I.
That is this case exactly. · My only son, who is
named for me, but called Billy by everyone who
knows him, is a very bright lad, if I do say it
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myself. He is but twelve years of age, but he is
as fearless as a young man of twenty- one. He
has been in the habit of taking all sorts of risks,
-riding about through the mounta ins here and
shootin g and trappin g. Four days ago he went
on one of these trips and failed to return at night.
Natural ly, I was worried , so I had a searchi ng
party formed right away, but it was of no avail,
and my wife wa!i taken ill from tbe worry. The
next mornin g 1 found an envelop e address ed to
me on the porch of my residenc e, which is about
ten mile$ from here along the main highwa y, and
right near our big mine. When I opened the envelope I read these lines. You can see it for yourself."
He took from his pocket half a sheet of paper,
upon which was scrawle d the followin g:

Elwood though t for a while, and then he seemed
to grow dishear tened.
"I haven't the least doubt that you people mean
all you say, ,but," and he shook his head sadly,
"since the sheriff and the chief of police have been
unable to do anythin g, it hardly seems possible
that you, who are strange rs here, could succeed ."
"Mr. Elwood ," the young deadsho t said, laying
a hand upon his arm and looking him squarel y in
the eyes, "we wilI find your boy for you. Now
then, put that down as coming dead straigh t. Go
home and tell your wife that you feel confident
that inside of three days her boy will be restored
to her arms."
•
.· "Thank you, thank you," and the tears came to
the eyes of the man. "This cheers me up more
than anythin g has done since the kidnapi ng occurred. But, mind you, I want to hear from you
"It will cost you a hundred thousan d dollars to before the week has elapsed , for if there
get your boy back alive. · If we do~'t hear from other resort I will pay the hundi:ed ·thousan dis no
dolyou in a week you will never see him agam.
lars ransom ."
(Signed )
"You will pay ten thousan d dollars, and no
"DOXE Y."
more," the young deadsho t declared and then as
"A hundred thousan d dollars, eh?" Wild said, he arose to take his departu re he , addee:
"Do
in his cool and easy' way, as he passed the paper you know of anyone who might
us any into Jim. "You certainl y didn't agree to pay that formati on at all as to where this give
bandit gang is
much, did you?"
suppose d to be hiding? "
.
.
"I do not. All that is known is that they have
"No. I was willing to at first, but I co!1sulted
the chief of police in Durang o, and he advised me a way of appeari ng and disappe aring suddenl y.
not to. He notified the sheriff, and about fifteen They always operate along the trail in making
of the best men to be found in this section are. their hold-up s, but for the last month or two they
workin g on it now. It is well known that Doxey haven't done much in that directio n, owing to the
is the leader of a gang of ruffians who call them- fact that the stage coach line always sends guards
selves bandits and have a hiding- place somewh ere with it, and the traveler s have got to be wary."
"You can't find out nothin', it ain't likely, Wild.
in the mount~ ins along the trail that leads from
We have got to go out on our own hook," the scout
-here to our mine."
.
"And four days have already passed, you say?'' declared , as he stepped over and unlocke d the
"Yes, it is four days this mornin g since my. boy door.
"I'll see you before you start out on your quest,
disappe ared. But I take it that I was to be given
gentlem en," Elwood declare d earnestl y. "You
a week from the time I received this note."
"That's all right, Mr. Elwood . We have ~ot '.1-t mean to go right after dinner, you say?"
"Just as soon as it is possible after we have
least three days to do it in, then. I reckon it will
eaten," the young deadsho t answere d, and then
be all right. We'll find little Billy for you."
he walked out
"If you do you shall have the ten thousan ~ dol- leaving the mineafter Charlie , followed by Jim,
owner still in a state of great
lars reward •I have offered the momen t he is de- uncerta inty.
livered to me."
"That's quite a big reward, boss," Cheyen ne
Charlie spoke up. "I reckon we'll have to ~it h?ld
of that money. It ain't 'cause we're anythin g like CHAPT ER IL-A Bad Man Meets His Waterlo o.
poor fellers, you know, 'cause we happen to be
"Well, little girl," Young Wild West said to his
· putty well fixed. But a reward ,of ten ~housan d
dollars ain't to be sneezed at, an you km bet all sweethe art, as he met her in the parlor of the
you're worth that we'll divide it among the three hotel after leaving the wealthy mine owner, "it
seems that we have run up against somethi ng
of us."
that will prove quite startlin g as well as advenWilliam Elwood looked at the scout in surprise . turous.
A lucky thing we came to Durang o."
"You talk as if you mean what you say," he
"Is that so, Wild?" and Arietta looked a bit
said, after a pause.
,
. .
surprise d.
.
"I reckon so. You don't s'pose Id say it
if I
"I sorter reckon so," Cheyen ne Charlie spoke•
didn't mean it? Don't you know that when Young
up,
for
he
and Jim had followed the young deadWild West underta kes to do a thing, he always
shot to the room. "This here is what you might
does it? That kid of yours will be brough t to you call
a
kidnapp
in' ca·se. Bandits has got kid an'
alive, unless someth in' happen s to him afore 'fi0
kin find him. We have got three days, as Wild are holdin' him for ransom . They only want a
hundred
thousan d dollars to give him up; too." ..
says but that's time enough. · W e'l1 git on the
The scout laughed as he said this.
trail' right after dinner, won't we, Wild?"
"A hundred thousan
"That's right, Charlie . No tim1; is to be lost. claimed . "ls it a littled dollars! " Arietta exgirl who has been kidI'm mighty glad we took the notion to stop at napped ?"
Durang o now. I did think that we would ~d
"No, a boy about
years ·old," Wild anthings quite tame here, and have to go on w1th- swered. "The fathertwelve
is a very wealthy mine
"out anythin g happen ing."
owner, an<f knowin g this, the bandits , or what-

-

a
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ever they may be called, seem to think they· are
"What is it, little girl?" and the boy walked
going to -reap a rich harvest."
over--and sat down beside her.
"And we had to arrive here just in time to take
"Of cou:i:se it might make it .all the more danpart in this affair."
gerous for y!>u, but I think if you were to let it
"That's right, Et. Lucky, wasn't it?"
get spread over the town that you have under"I suppose you may call 'it that, for of course taken the task of finding- the kidnaped boy, it
you are anxious to find the boy and .return .him would help you. Certainly the bandits must h8'9'.e
to his father."
agents in the· town, and should they hear it, they
"An' his mother. too," Cheyenne Charlie spoke would lose no time in communicating with their
up. "He's got a mother, an' she's all upset -about leader, who would certainly be on the lookout for
it. The kid's been gone four days now, so the old you, or, more than that, he would undertake to
man said."
·
kill vou, and thus prevent you from succeeding."
"I feel sorry for the .mother, but I'm sure you
"That's right, Et. I was thinking of that very
can find t'he- boy, Wild, with the help of Charlie thing. It wouldn't take.much to spread it through
the town that we are going to.hunt down the banand Jim."
"And the little that you can do toward it," the dits and try and restore the boy to his parents.
I'll see the sheriff just ·as soon as I can. I think
young- deadshot answered smilingly.
"Oh, of course I'll do my part, if there is the I'd better go now. I have time enough before
dinner. But say, little girl, I forgot to tell you
least chance."
The girl said this in a way which told plainly that there is a reward of ten thousand dollars
offered for the return of the boy safe and sound.,,
that she meant it.
"Does thllt include that you mu st capture the
But Arietta had verv often been responsible for
the success Young Wild West and his partners kidnapers, Wild?" •
"I hardly think so. There was no mention of
met with, .and there was no reason why she should
not prove an important factor in this particular that. William Elwood simply stated that he had
affair. All three thought this at that ve:i:y mo- offered a reward of ten thousand dollars for the
ment. Anna -and Eloise were curious to know all return of the boy."
"Might jest as well put -it the other way, 'cause
about it, as well as Arietta, so Wild motioned his
partners to remain silent for a few minutes, and I reckon if we git the boy an' fetch him bacl_{ all
then he related all William Elwood had told them right, we'll git the gang, too, dead or alive," Cheyenne Charlie declared, in a matter-of-fact way.
concerning the .kidnaping affair.
"You haven't much in the way of information
Wild nodded, and then looked at his watch.
as to the whereabouts of the band of villains,
"We have three-quarters of an hour before the
Wild," Arietta said, shaking her head after he dinner bell will ring," he said. "Come, boys; we'll
go out and hunt up the sheriff."
•
had finished.
"No. It seems to· be an organized band that
Leaving the girls to pass the time as best they
has been preying upon travelers along the trail. could in the hotel parlor, the young deadshot and
All anyone seems to know about it, according to his partners went out into the barroom. There
Elwood, is that the band exists. The hiding- were seven or eight men gathered there, all of
place it has isn't known. Somewhere on the them of the types easily to be found in such a
mountainside, he says, but that is rather vague. town at the time of which we write. As the three
However," and the boy nodded in a confident Wf!,Y, entered Hop Wah came walking leisurely in by
"if we are not able to locate this gang of band~ts, the rear way. The smile on his face was "child- _
like and bland," and nodding to no one in particuit will surprise me a whole lot."
·
"We'll find 'em, an' it won't take a day to do it," lar, but everyone in general, he said:
"Velly nicee day, so be."
Cheyenne Charlie declare.p. "It's most likely that
All but one of the men in the room smiled or
they've heard tell of you, Wild."
"And you, too, Charlie," was the laughing re- laughed at this, for there was something that
might be called comical about the manner of the
ply.
"Well maybe they have. There's a whole lot heathen. The man who did not laugh or smile
been said about Young Wild West an' his pards, frowned. He was a big, broad-shouldered fellow
an' I s'pose that makes me a whole lot prouder to of not more than thirty, and looked to be as powbe your pard. It's the same with Jim, too, I'll erful as an ox. A scraggy beard adorned his face,
and there was a deep scar over his right eye,
bet."
"You'll win if you bet that way, Charlie," Dart which could not go unnoticed even by the most
spoke up. "I have long considered it .a great casual observer.
"What are you fellows laughin' at?" he ask'ed,
honor to be called partner of the Champion Deadturning to the others, as if he were angry.
shot of the West."
·
.
"Ley allee samee laughee at me," Hop anCharlie seemed to be more pleased with this
than Wild did. But the fact was the young dead- swered, J:>efore either of them had a chance to
shot w:is so used to all sorts of flattery that it was make a reply. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
of little consequence to him now. He went his makee you laughee velly muchee, too, so be."
own way, seeking excitement and adventure, and _ "Heathen," the big man said, his eyes flas-hing_
doing all he could to help those who were in need with anger, "I reckon if you say about two more ·
of it, ever ready to fight against lawless men and words to me I'll pick you up an' chuck you out of _
.,
round up villains, whether they were whites or the room."
"Me velly solly, Misler Melican man. Me no
redskins.
"Wild," said Arietta, after she had thought for wantee makee you mad. Me say velly nicee day,
a minute or two, "I think I know a way that so be. You say if me say two more words you
allee samee chuckee
outtee. You velly bigee·
might help you a lot in this matter."

me
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Melica n man, but we no wantee ·you chucke e me quicke
r than chaine d lightni n' an' -strong as, a
outtee. "
Better settle it by apolog izin'."
There was a ripple of laught er at this, Wild lion.
and his partne rs joining in. 'fhey had paused at out"You shet up, Rooste r," thunde red Jerry, withlooKing at the speake r. "I said I was goirr'
the other side of the room, near the door they had
to chuck the
n out of this here place, an'
just come throug h.
he mati in charge of the bar that if Youngheathe
Wild West come along I'd chuck
l9oked at them and then showed signs of uneasi - him
out first. Here goes. Jest watch me."
ness.
he gather ed his muscle s and made a leap
"Say, Jerry," he said, leaning over and mo- forThen
tioning for the man to hold his temper , "go a him.the boy who was standin g but a few feet from
little easy. This heathe n is what ·they call Young step_pedThat was al! Wild wanted him to do. He
quickly to the right, lowerin g his head
Wild West's Clever Chinee ."
and should ers at the same time, and as Jerry's
"I clon't care who l;ie is. I'm goin' to chuck him hands
out, 'jest 'cause I said I would. I'll chuck Young thing, went over him in a wild effort to grab someWild West out, too, if he happen s to come along." waist, the boy's left arm wound itself about his
while his right hand grippe d one of his
As Jerry, as he was called, said this, he turned
Then a quick movem ent and Wild was
and looked square ly at Wild, sbowin g plainly that calves.
standin g erect, the man balanc ed on his left shoulhe knew he was already presen t. The young dead- der.
•
shot could not let such a challen ge go unnotic ed.
"Look out, there!" he called out, as he started
He had had so much experie nce in and about the
the door, which was wide open.
mining cam:Qs of the West that he had taug~t forJerry
uttered a yell of rage, and swung his
himsel f how to study a man's charac ter by h1s hands
downw ard to grab the boy. But Wild was
looks and manne r of speech. It had not taken up
him more than two second s to make up his mind overto that sort of thing, too, and he tipped him
as if he was going to let him drop headlo ng
that the big man with the scar over his eye was to
a rascal. Knowi ng just . as well as if Jerry had his the floor, and caused the bad man to throw out
hand to catch himsel f. Then a hard wrench
said he was aware that he was Young Wild
was given upon his leg, and a genuin e cry of pain
he was not going to let him ·get ahead anyWest,
fur- came from the lips of the bad man. By that time
ther withou t expres sing himself .
Wild was outside , and with a quick swing he s.e nt
"See here, my friend, " he said, in his cool and Jerry
easy way, as he steppe d square ly before the big somersfrom him, causin g hiq1 to turn a comple te
fellow "I don't know as there's any need of hav- ground ault and land upan all fours upon the
. A subdue d cheer went up from the men
ing ai:{y trouble in this pla e. Yo~ just said t?at jn
the barroo m, while Hop Wah clapped his hands
you were going to th.row the Chma! Ilan outside , and
shoute d:
and that i_f Young Wild West came m you would
"Hip hi, hoolay ! Bad Melican man makee velly
do the same with him. There is no need of me muchee
mistak ee, so be. Young Wild West chuckeE;i
telling you that I am Young Wild West, for you him
outtee velly muchee quickee ."
alread y know it. Now then, I reckon you had betNatura lly Cheyen ne Charlie and Jim Dart folte'r throw me out first, and then look after the lowed
the young deadsh ot outside . They were
Chinam an later on."
simply ready to see that no one interfe red, for
'The other men in the room gave vent. to excla- they
m"ations of surpris e, and promp tly drew back out bad knew that Wild could easily take care of the
of the way. Eviden tly they all knew _Jerry to ~e his man. Jerry was not long in scramb ling to
a ·bad man and did not want to be m range m and feet. He _was almost burstin g with rage, too,
grabbi ng for his gun, he..sta rted straigh t for
case he bcg~n shootin g. But it seem~d t~at it was
boy who had so easily thrown . him out of the
not Jerry's intenti on to do any shootm g Just the1;. ·the
He had made the threat, and was ready to put it hotel barroo m. Wild was not in humor to try any
play just then. He simply leaped forwar d,
in effect. Withou t even making a reply to th e gun
and landin g a straigh t left on the fellow' s chin,
bc:y's remark s, he reache d out f_or him _s_qddenl y sent
him spinnin g around . Then before he knew
hi an attemp t to catch hold of hrm.
as he what had happen ed, the gun was jerked from
wa. 3 Wild was quicke r, for he had Qmc_k.
his
ant•.cip ated hand.
som~ such thing.
"You'r
e
a
mighty
bad
man, I reckon
'"Oh no Jerry," he said, coolly, as he
deadsh ot said, the old smile still on his," the young
"But
steppe d and placed himsel f on th e defei,s ive;side"no you are not going to take a shot at me face.
just now.
doubt if you had got those. paws of_ yours upon me · I would
have
been
justifie
d
in droppi ng you dead,
you might have succeed ed m throwm g me out. But but
you didn't cat::h· me. Now look out for yourse lf. alongthat isn't the way I do busines s; I can get
with
you
withou
t
any
shootin g. Now then,
Just make anothe r grab at me, a nd I'll th row y~,u if you
are not satisfie d we will go inside again,
out. I am only a boy, and you are a man
easily
and
I'll
give
you
anothe
r
chance
fifty pounds heavie r than I 1;11n. But that don t
."
make any difference. I promis e. to throw you out
· There were more or less people on either side
bodily."
of the
·The words spoken in such a cool and easy way ute forstreet, and it did not take more than a mina good-sized crowd to gather . All sorts of
had the effect of causin g the big man to stand
remark s and conjec tures were made, but no one
still and show amazem ent. Wild was ready for seemed
incline d to interfe re. Jerry, comple tely
him howeve r, and he watche d him sharply .
be.a.ten for the time, looked around in a helples s
:"Why don't you go ahead_ and th!ow me out~" sort
of way. But it was ev~dent that there was no
~e- said, tantali zingly; a smile pla.ym g about his
there he felt that he could call upon to h~lp
liJ!~Easy Jerry" the barten der spoke up, per- "You'r e a mighty quick kid," he said, lowersua:sively. "It's Young Wild West, an' if you know ing
anythi ng about him, you oughte r know that he's - "Youhis he!ld an4 showin g how crestfa llen he felt.
sartinl y did chuck me out of that barroo m
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all right, an' you got that gun away from me
afore 'I knowed it; too. But that's all right. You
have got the best of it now, but that don't say
that it will always be that way."
He turned as if to cross the street, but just then
a tall, muscula r-lookin g man pushed his way
through the cr.owd, and steppin g up to him, took
him by the shoulde r and said:
J
"What' s the trouble, Jerry?"
"Nothin ' much, as I know of, sheriff," came the
reply.
.
As Wild heard this he pricked up his ears, and
turned his gaze upon the newcomer.
"Is that the"' sheriff? " he asked, turning to one
of the bystand ers.
"You bet your life it is! It's Sheriff ,Peters, "
was the reply.
"Good! " and turning- to his partn~r s, the young
deadsho t remark ed: "Here's the sheriff now, boys.
I reckon it didn't take very long to find him."
But what happen ed just then was somewh at unexpecte d to our three friends. The sheriff suddenly drew a revolver , and pressin ~ it squarel y
against the bad man's breast, exclaim ed:
"You're under arrest, Jerry. I've got you spotted as one of the gang what kidnape d little Billy
Elwood. Jest come with me now, an' don't you
try to git away, for if you do I'll shoot you as dead
as a door-na il."
CHAPT ER 111.-W ild Intervie ws the Sheriff.
Young Wild West waited to hear what Je1;ry
· would say, watchin g his face sharply meanwh ile.
When he noticed that he turned deathly pale at
first, but quickly regaine d.his composur_e, he made
up his mind right away that the sheriff had ~he
right man. The bad man attempt ed to pull himself away, saying as he did so:
"You're jokin', Sheriff Peters. Wh~t do~ know
about this kidnapi n' busines s? I km brmg as
many as twenty men what will swear that I'm all
right."
.
,,
"Never mind about that. You come with
me,
was the cool reply. "I re_ckon l'v~ ot enough
proof to make it worth while arrestm7 );OU. Now
come along an' mind what I told you Jest now.
Don't you try to git away."
.
In' vain did Jerry expostu late ... The sheriff
was
a strong, wiry man, anyh~w., and when ,h e s_tarted
to draw him away his prisone r soon gave m and
went along peaceab ly.
"Come on, boys," Wild said, ~odding to his
partner s. "We'll have a talk with the sheriff
present ly."
"It rather looks as though he has got one of
the gang, Wild," Jim whisper ed.
.
"Yes, it does look that way. Tha~ fellow,i s pad
enough to be a bandit, that's ce~am: Y( e 11 Just
see how the sheriff makes out with him.
Excitem ent prevaile d at the s_tore now, a~d naturally the crowd went along with the she_ri~ and
his prisone r. It happen ed that the town Jail _was
not very far distant, and as they. n,eared it. a
couple of men who were the sheriff s deputie s
met him and prompt ly took charge of the
prisone r.
.
·d
· h
"I got him, boys," the sheriff
sa1. ,, somew a t
proudly . "You all though t I was g?m to have a
bi,i time arrestin ' Bad Jerry. l Jest happP..ned

along as he was havin!· some trouble with a young
feller in front of the hotel. Maybe that helped
me out a lot, 'cause it looked as if Jerry had barked up the wrong tree."
As he said this the sheriff' s eyes fell upon Wild,
who had pushed his way to the front.
"Hello, young feller!" he said, his face lighting
up. "I was jest tellin' my two men that most
likely you helped me out a little. My name is
Peters, an' I'm sheriff of this county. "
·
"Glad to meet you, sheriff, " Wild answere d, as
he accepte d the proffere d hand and shook it heartily. "My name is Young Wiltl West."
"Thund eration !" Peters exclaim ed, starting
back and looking sharply at the boy. "Do you
mean to tell me that you're Young Wild West, the
boy what's said to be the Champi on Deadsh ot?"
"That's just who I am. The Champi on Deadshot part of -it-is the name given me ·by some of
my friends. While no doubt I am a pretty- good
shot, ·and have manage d to hold my own against
all challen gers. I don't claim that there is no one
living who can beat me shootin g. But.say , sheriff,
when you have the time to spare I'd like to have
a few minutes ' talk with you."
·"Come right to my office, Young Wild West.
Who's them with you? Your par\fs, maybe. " .
Wild quickly introdu ced Charlie and Jim, and
after shaking hands with them the sheriff nodded
for them to follow him, and led the ·way into the
office of the jail.
"Set right down," he said, pointin g to chairs
that were ranged along the wall. "I don't know
as I could meet any one I wanted to see more than
you folks. Young Wild West an' his two pards,
eh? Right here in Durang o, too, an' jest when
the whole town is ablaze with excitem ent over the
stehlin' of Elwood 's boy. Thunde r! Maybe you
kin help me out, Young Wild West."
"We heard that a reward of ten thousan d dol•
lars is offered to any one who will return the boy
safe and sound to his parents ," Wild venture d.
"Yes, that's right. I reckon there will be a
tle more than ten thousand for the one as doeslit·
it,
too, unless I happen to do it myself. I've took it
on myself to put a thousan d dollars more to that.
reward. The county can't afford to let sich things
go on, you know. This here busines s of bandits
carryin ' off people an' holdin' '~m for a big, ransoni ain't to be allowed , not m Durang o, anyhow."
"It must be a pretty bad gang that is operati ng
around here," the young deadsho t said, coolly.
"Putty bad gang! I should say so. One of the
worst gangs you ever heard of."
"Been trying to break it up, I suppose'?"
"Yes I've been workin' on that particu lar job
for a l~ng time. Made a lit-tie headwa y now, I
reckon. "
·
"You mean that you think you have caught one
of the gang."
·
.
"I've got a man what knows someth in' about·
the gang anyhow . I'm dead sure on that."
"I see.' That 'fellow is suppose d to be a pretty
bad man."
"Yes they call him Bad Jerry, an' I reckon he's
bad en~ugh . I don't know what ~i~ other na~e
is. But it was you what was havm trouble with
him 1 wasn't it?"
"Yes, I had a little difficulty with him. It
started in the barroom of the hotel. He was ~
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'i'ng to throw one of our Chinamen out of the

place, and when some one told him that he be- sort ~f ,han?-out_ for fellers like Jerry. Gamblin',
shootm an a httle of everything eli;e goin' 011
longed to qur party, he remarked that he would there,
you know."
throw me out, too, if I should happen to come
. Wild nodded, an? then scanned the paper, mak~ along. I was right there at the time, so I gave
him the opportunity to throw me out. He proceed- mg .out the followmg in a scrawled handwriting.
ed to try to do it, but it seems that he got thrown
. "Mr. Elwood: I will give you till Tuesda
out himself." "You an' your pards chucked him out, I s'pose," mght, seven o'clock, to produce the hundred thoiid
and the sheriff turned and looked at Charlie and sand dollars. . It must be in gold too
have _g ot to put it in a wagon with only ~~e J~~
Jim.
"Y0u'~e dead wrong. sheriff." the scout spoke to drive, and star_t north up along the trail. If
up. "Wild never needs any help to do a little you tell the sheriff or any one about this ar d
thing like that. He jest picked up that big galoot men a r e sent awng with t he wagon expecti~g Io
and chucked him out with no trouble at all. Then batch l!le, the boy will be killed and his head ·wm
e d1;hvered to you in a basket the following
when the feller got up an' pulled his gun, Wild
·
punched him a good one in the jaw an' took the mornmg at daylight.
"(Signed)
gun away from him."
Doxey."
"Here is the gun now, sheriff," and Wild handed ov-,r t he weapon he had taken from Jerry . •
w'.;8° ~ad Jerry dropped this in a saloon, eh?"
· Peter's face was the picture of amazement
_1 d said,. ~s he handed the paper to Jim so he
'
n o.w. He looked first at the boy, and then at the might read 1t.
revolver that was being held toward him .
"Yes, my man w!1,o happened to- be right there
!'An' that's what happened jest when I come S~y~ !er!y pulled It OU~ Of his pocket
he was
along," he said, speaking slowly and shaking his . g1~tm hi~ tobacker out, an' it fell onasthe
floor
head.
without him knowin' it. My man got 1·t ·
· ·ff
,
"That's about the size of it, sheriff," the young an' natur~ I! h e d.d
in
a
JI
Yr
I n t lose no time in gittin' it to
deadshot answered, smilingly.
me. I ~1dn t los; much time about huntin' for
I thought somebody had been gittin' the best
either, an I found him, as you already
of him, an' I happened to see you jest as you
stepped away from Bad Jerry, so I allowed that
"Yes, that's right. You think then that Jer
you was in it in some kind of fashion. So you was supposed to deliver this note in s~me
way ~
done all this alone, eh?"
M r. Elwood?"
"Didn't I just tell you he did?" Charlie spoke
;;Yes, that's what I think, don't you?';
up, somewhat sharply. "You don't s'pose me to
th
!th looks that way. But there is a possibility
be a liar, do you?"
e might have found the piece of paper some"''Hold on, Cheyenne Charlie," and the sheriff
raised his hand. "Don't think anything like that. kno~~;, Some one else might have Jost it, you
But it don't seem possible that a feller what's
"That's all right, too. That sounds putty good
nothin' more thari a boy could chuck Bad Jerry
ut of a barroom an' then take a gun from him." bu~ you don't know _B_ad. Jerry as well as I do'.
Hes been under susp1c10n for quite some time but
"It's so, though, sheriff; ain't it, Jim?"
'!I reckon it is," Dart said, smilingly. "But it w_e've never been able to git enough evidence ~gin
seems that the sheriff doesn't know very mucn him_ t~ go ah~ad an' make an arrest. I reckon the
findm C!f. this !iere note is enough to arrest him
about Young Wild West.''
"-No, I don't, but I've heard somewhat about on susp1c10n, am't it?"
"Q_uite eno~~h, I should say. You have done
him," . and the chief official of the county tooked
al! ._r1ght, sheriff, and I congratulate you. But"
Wild admiringly.
"Well, sheriff," the young deadshot said, after ana the_ boy sho~k his head, "it is hardly likeiy
• a pause, "if you don't mind telling ·me, I'd like to that this . man w1l! squeal on the gang."
'.'~hat's w_hat I've been thinkin' of. But I'm
know how you came to arrest Bad Jerry as an acgom to try 1t! ~nyhow_. I'll lock him up in a cell
con:rnlice of the 1ddnaping gang.''
"Oh, I'll tell you that, anyhow, if I don't tell w~ere there amt no wmder, an' it's mighty damp,
anybody else. But say," and he turned and look- with plenty of rats runnin' around. Most likely
ed 'at the windows in the. room, "I reckon this after he's put one night in there he'll be willin'
oughter be a secret, 'cause there ain't no use in to own up to everythi,n'. Worth tryin' anyhow"
"It's worth trying all right, Sheriff Peters a~d .
lettin' 1;1ie 'whole town know the business of a
~ hope you'll_succeed. Of course you have nd idea
sheriff."
·
Jjm got up and looked out of the windows. Just where to go and look for the den of the
,
'There was quite a crowd gathered outside, but he bandits?"
-knew very well that no one could hear what was
"Nothin' more than that th~y must be located
being said in the room, unless there was very loud somewhere along the trail north of here.''
talking.
"I see. All right; sheriff. Sorry to take up so
"It's all right," he said, turnin~ to Peters. "You much of your time. I reckon we'll .start in to win
can talk, but speak rather low."
that big reward. We'll begin right after dinner
The sheriff nodded, and then took from his too.''
•
pocket a piece of rather dirty paper that had no
"Good! If I don't land the reward myself I
doubt been torn from a notebook.
hope you will. That's sayin' a whole lot Youiig
"This is what give me the information. Bad Wild West, 'cause naturally I've got ~ lot of
Jerry dropped this from his pocket, an' one of my friends here what's huntin' for the lost
kid too.''
men happened to be right there an' picked it up
"Thank you, sheriff.
you th~t we
It was over in the Red Dog saloon, which is a won't interfere with you I orpromise
any one else who ia
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engaged in making the search for the missing
boy. You see, it is a sort of second nature to us
to do such things as this. Somehow, we don't believe in permitting lawless gangs to remain in existence if we can prevent it."
·
"I've heard somewhat about that' part of it.
Well, it ain't dinner-time yet. S'pose we go out
an' have somethin' to drink?"
"We are going right over to the hotel."
"All right, I'll go over there with you, jest as
soon as I know for sure that Bad Jerry is locked
in a cell."
They all went out of the ·office now, and proceeding along a corridor, soon discovered that the
prisoner was locked in, so there would be no possible chance of his making an escape. He was
looking through the bars as they approached the
cell, and he promptly called out:
"Come to let me out, Sheriff Peters? You oughter know thaLI'm innocent of this here busin P.ss."
"Ain't goin' to let you out j est yet, Jed y," was
the reply. "I'm goin' to give you till to-night to
think it over. Maybe by that time you'll remember -that you do know somethin' about the kidnapin' oi little Bi!ly Elwood. If it happens that
you can' think of it by that time, I'll give you a
fine place to sleep to-night, an' then you'll surely
have somethin' to tell me about it in the mornin'.
Ha, ha, ha!"
Evidently Bad Jerry knew that he referred to
the dark cell, for he was a resident of the town
and must certainly have heard of it being in the
jail. His face paied and his eyes became staring
for a moment. But he quickly recovered himself
again, and shaking his head, said:
"You kin punish me as hard as you're a mind
to, sheriff, but you can't find out nothin' from me,
jest 'cause I don't know nothin'. You have had it
in for me a good while, an' you're doin' this, I
s'pose, to sorter git square· with me. All right.
When I git out I won't forgit you. You're hearin'
that from me--Bad Jerry, as you call me."
Then the villain actually shook his fist at the
sheriff and turned back into the cell.
"Don't look as if he's goin' to make a clean
breast of it, does it?" Peters said, as he walked
out with our three friends.
"Not yet," Wild answered. "But I reckon he's
pretty much of a coward when it gets right down
to ha.rd-pan. Does he know that your man found
the note?"
"Ain't told him a word about it. It ain't right
for me to do it, is it?"
"I reckon it doesn't matter whether you do or
not. Let me see. Doxey, as you call him, has extended the time one day, it seems. That gives us
four full days to work on the case, Sheriff, I
rather think we'll have the boy safe and sound at
the home of his parents by that time, and the
chances are that Doxey will either be a dead bandit or here in the jail, too."
The sheriff smiled faintly. It was an incr edulous smile, too, which told the young deadshot
and his partners that he was anything but confident of winning the reward himself. Leaving
the jail, they walked leisurely back to the hotel,
a few curious ones following as if they expected
to learn why Bad Jerry had been arrested. But
they _got no information, even though some of
&hem ventured to question the sheriff.

CHAPTER IV.-Hop's Practical Joke.
When the sheriff started away with his prisoner
the whole crowd, with the exception of three followed him. The three were the bartender a r~tner
st~ut, good-natured looking man with' unkempt
hair and beard, and , Hop Wah, the clever Chinee
Pr_obably Hop might have · gone along, also, if
W1lq. had not done so. He thought he might be
ordered to come back, so he remained before the
door. When he found that he was not alone he
no~ded to the good-natured appearing man and
said:
"Maybe we l>ettee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, so be. "
•
~'I '-':;1s jest thinkin' about that, my heathen
fri end, was the reply. "I don't see no use in
followin' along to the jail jest to see Bad Jerry
locked up. ~e ain't no go9d, anyhow, an' I hope
they keep hrm there a while. Things will be a
whole lot better around here if they do. So
you're Young Wild West's heathen, eh?"
"Me allee samee Young Wild West's Clevee
Chinee."
"Clevee, eh? I s'pose that means clever. You're
mighty smart, then."
"Velly muchee smartee, so be."
The bartender grinned, for he knew something
about the Chinaman's disposition, having met him
on a former occasion. They remained watching
the departing crowd for a minute or two, and
then Hop led the way inside. Rooster, as the bartender was called, quickly got behind the bar, and
looked inquiringly at the two.
"Tanglefoot," Hop said.
"What's yours, Merry?"
"I'll take the same as my heathen friend. Let
me see. What's your name?" and he turned questioningly to the Chinaman.
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee flom China. Me
velly smartee Chinee, so be. Hip hi, hoolay!"
Then Hop took off his hat, and waving it over
his head, danced a few steps of a jig. Merry, as
he was called, laughed until his stomach shook
like a bowl of jelly. It was plain that he was one
of the mirthful sort, and that he had taken a
great liking for the Chinaman.
"All right," he said. "I'm believin' you when
you say that. They call me Merry, 'cause I'm
always sorter jolly, I s'pose, though I don't jest
know how long ago it was when I come by the
name. My right name is Wright, an' I run a
wheelwright shop :right down the street. How is
that? Ha, ha, ha!"
"You velly smartee· Melican man, so be. Me
likee you velly muchee."
"You ain't wastin' no affection, then, 'cause I
think you're all right, Hop Wah. You're Young
Wild West's Clever Chinee, too. Go ahea d an'
help yourself from that there bottle."
Hop did as directed, and then Mer r y, the wheelwright, poured what he wanted from the bottle
into the glass before him. Rooster was grinning
broadly now.
"Say,". he said, when the two had swallowed
their drinks, "this is .what I call a whole lot better than what was goin' on here a little while
ago. I always git a little worried when I see
there's danger of guns bein' used in this here '
place. I always was that way, 'cause you can't ·c.
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ell jest when a bullet is goin' to flop you over.
Jerry is one of the ugliest men in the whole town,
when he's been drinkin' any, an' it's blamed seldom when he's without it. But it done me more
good than anything that could happen to me in a
month to see that bov chuck him out of here an'
then take the gun away from him. Young Wild
West is sartinly a hum-scorcher."
"I'll bet it didn't do. you half as much good as
it done me," Merrv declared, and then lw h )-0.<~
into a laugh again. "There was somethin' funny
about it, too, wasn't there?" he declared, after
thinking a moment. "An jest as Bad Jerry didn't
know what to do or which way to turn, along
comes the sheriff an' grabs him. I heard what the
sheriff said. too. He ;;trrested Jerry, thinkin' he
had somethin' to do wtih the stealin' of the mine
owner's kid."
"I s'pose he must ha~ knowed what he was doin', or he wouldn't have arrested him," Rooster
retorted, as he accepted a silver dollar from Hop
and proceeded to make change. "I reckon since
he boss ain't here. I'm goin' to treat. What will
you two gents have?"
Meanwhile, Hop had been studying the jolly
fellow who was called Merry a whole lot, and he
was doing some thinking, too. Always ready to
play a practical joke on som~ ff:1!1-o~ent, he at fi rst
decided to make the man his victim . But as he
saw how good-natured he was, he changed his
mind. Rather than play a trick on him, he would
do it to the bartender. who was less innocent, he
thought. But, anyhow. some sort of funny trick
must be carried through. and that as soon as possible. It seemed that Hop could not live without
such things.
"You namee Loo.ster," he said, as he poured out
a drink in his glass.
.
"That's only a nickname," the bartender retorted, somewhat disgustedly.
"That's what everybody calls him-Rooster.
Putty soon he'll crow. Ha, ha, ha!" and Merry
'again laughed heartily.
"He namee Hop. Maybe me allee samee ·hop
lillee bit," and so saying Hop w_e nt about the
room on one foot.
Merry laughed until the tears rolled down his
cheeks.
1
·
"If this ain't funnv I never seen anything that
was," he declared, as he wiped his eyes with a red
cotton h.i.ndkerchief. "His name is Rooster, an'
he kin crow; an' your name is Hop, an' you kin
hop. My right name is Wright, an' I'm a wheelwright, right down the street. I'll write it down
for you."
It must have been that the wheelwright was in
the habit of getting off this sort of thing frequently, for the bartender shrugged his shoulders and
~ppeared somewhat disgusted. But Hop laughed,
Just the same, though probably it was a forced
laugh, because he knew that it was expected of
him.
.
"Set 'em up ag'in, Rooster," Merry called out,
and then he flipped a five-dollar gold-piece toward
the ceiling.
"All right," was the reply.
"Of course it's right. That's jest what I was
b!llin' you."
"Ha, ha, ha! Ho, ho, ho!" laughed Hop. "You
velly funny Melican man, so be. Evelythling allee
samee light."
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At that moment a horseman rode up to the door
and the attention of the three was instantly called
tha way.
"Who's that feller, I wonder?" the bartender
asked, looking questioningly at the wheelwright.
"I don't know what his name is," was the reply.
"He was around to my shop the other day havin'
a wagon fixed. He told me he had a ranch about
thirteen miles out of- town. Bought old man J epson's ranch, I think he said. You remember old
m an Jepson. He died about three months ago."
"I remember. But I never seen that feller
afore. Sorter fancy-lookin', ain't he?"
Surely the stranger might have been called
fancy-looking, for he was attired in a neat-fitting
velvet suit, and wore high-top riding boots. Hi11
headgear was a broad sombrero, and as he had a
black mustache and goatee and was not altogether
ugly about the fac e, he made quite a striking appearance. Hop intended to' go right ahead and
have some fun at the expense of the bartender,
but when he saw the newcomer he decided to wait
a while. The horseman dismounted and flung the
bridle-rein over a hitching-post and then walked
briskly into the barroom. He looked sharply at
Hop and Merry, and then turned · to the man behind the bar and said:
"Some brandy, and be quick about it. I'm not
feelin~ very well to-day."
"All right, boss. Here you are," and Rooster
showed how quickly he could serve him.
Having swallowed his brandy, the stranger
breathed a sigh of relief, and then lighting a
cigarette, he turned and looked again at Hop and
Merry.
,
"Not doing much business' here to-day, it
seems," he observed, as he looked at the bartender.
"Not jest now. The whole crowd went up to
the jail, exceptin' these two," and he nodded to
Hop and the wheelwright. "Quite a little excitement. The worst man
town got chucked out of
the place by a boy, an then had his gun took
away from him by the same boy. Then along
comes the sheriff an' arrests him, an' then he goes
to jail, the crowd followin'."
"Is that so?" and the stranger became very
much interested.
Hop was watching him sharply, and he made
up his mind that it would be worth his while to
get everything he could.
.
"The worst man in the town got treated this
way, you say?" the man asked, as he paid for his
drink. "Who is he, if I may ask? I am somewhat a stranger here, you know. Do~ get downthis way very often. Very busy with a ranch I
bought lately."
"Bad Jerry is the galoot's name," Rooster answered, quickly.
"Eh? Bad Jerry, you say?" and the stranger
gave a start.
"Yes, he's about the worst man in Durango jest
now. I s'pose. But most likely he's due to stay
in jail a little while now."
·
"What was he arrested for?"
"I heard the sheriff say when he laid his hand
on him that he was wanted for havin' somethin'
to do with the stealin' of a boy what's the son of
the richest mine owner in these here parts." Merry answered, before the bartender could frame
words to make a reply,

1
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Again the man started, this time his face pal- be put upon the bar. He was 'going to surprise
ing slightly. Hop's eyes twinkled. It occurred to the stranger. He stepped over close to him, and·
him right away that the stranger was showing smilingly said:
more than ordinary interest in what had taken
"Me velly solly me makee you mad. Me velly
place a short time before. Having a very good goodee Chinee. Me go to Sunday-school in 'Flis-' '
pair of ears, and knowing how to use them, the co."
clever Chinee had heard all about the kidnaping
"Oh, I see," and the stranger forced a smile.
case, or as much as the avera ge person in the
Then Hop, unseen by any one, dropped a good
town knew of it, and also that there was a reward pinch of almost colorless powder in the glass.
of ten thousand dollars offered for the return of Small as the quantity was, it possessed great powthe boy safe and sound. He had not heard Wild er, for it was a chemical that would explode the
say that he meant to find the boy, but he knew moment any sort of liquid came in contact with
perfectly well that he surely would do so.
it. But the fact was that the heathen was some"Mislf'r Stlanger," he said, st epping t oward the what of a chemist, and he always carried about
ranchman, as he calied himself, "Young Wild with him all sorts of powders and the like to asWest allee samee fin dee um lillee Meli can boy sist him · in performing his so-called feats of
and gittee um leward. He findee velly muchee magic.
"So you went to Sunday-school in 'Frisco, did
quickee, too, so be."
"What's that you say? Young Wild West! is you?" the ranchman obseryed, as he stepped back,
that meddlesome kid her e in Durango?"
showing that he did not wish to remain too close
o the heathen.
"You kin bet your life he's here," the wheelwright declared, somewhat proudly. "This heath"Lat light. Me velly smartee Chinee, too."
en is Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, too. What
"He's a good Chinee an' a smart one,'' spoke up
do you think of that? He's one of the smartest Merry, as if he thought the man did not quite
heathens wh atever drawed breath."
· understand.
"1 don't care anything 3:bout the heathen,';, and
"Help yourselves," was the reply. "I am provthe stranger frowned. "Fo:i: that matter, he ing- to you that I am a gentleman, and that I
added, with a ·s hr ug of the shoulders, "I don't care don't wish to offenft any one by making the least
anything about Young Wild West. But it hap- ill-feeling."
pens that I have heard his name mentioned .a few
Hop helped himself from the whisky bottle, and
so did the wheelwright. Then the stranger took
times.
"You allee samee know Bad Jelly, so be?" Hop the brandy bottle, and holding · the glass in his
hand, poured some of the contents out. The very
said, nodding- his head and smiling.
moment he did this there was a sharp hiss, folAgain the man frowned.
"I don't wish to talk with you." he declared, lowed by a muffled explosion, and a burst of
steam almost completely enveloped those standmotioning for Hop to get away from him. "Allee light; maybe vou havee lillee dlink, so ing before the bar.
"Hey, there!" the stranger cried, excitedly, as
be. MP. wantee tJe,,t. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Bartender, I advise you to .put heathen out of he leaped back. covering his face with his hands.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" shouted Hop, and
the room!" the ·ranchman exclaimed. angrily.
"This is the first time I have been in this place, then he began running about the room in a circle,
and certainlv I don't want to mix with such people making all the noise he could.
as you have .here now."
.
The bartender and Merry were as much as"Meanin' me, too, of course?" Merry asked, just tounded as the victim of the j oke. But when the
the vestige of an angry flush appearing on his latter happened to look at the Chinaman and noticed that he was very mirthful about it, his face
face.
"You can take it that way if you like. I call relaxl!d until a broad grin came over it, and then
n,yself a gentleman, and I am not in the habit he ran over to him and, catching him by the arm,
·
·
of mixing with the roughscuffs that are to be said:
"I'll bet you done that. What was it, aiiyhow?"·
found hanging about the so-called hotels in this
"He no undelstandee, so be," Hop decl11red, but
region."
"Sorrv, stran!!'er," Rooster declared, shakiji.g the grin did not leave his face.
"Yes, you do, now. Tell me what it was."
his head, ~''but this man here." pointing to Mer"Allee light. me tellee you, Mislet Merry. Me
ry, "is one of mv 1·egula r customers, an' the Chinaman is ~tonnin' here as a guest of the hotel. puttee lillee powdee in um glass, and when um
It's Young Wild West's Chinee, so that makes it blandy go in it makee lillee explosion, so be."
"By jingo! I knowed it. Jest look at him," and
all right. If you don't fe el like stayin' in here, I
s'nose you'll have to go out an' spend your money he pointed to the victim, who was standing near
the door, the picture of amazement, holding a
other place."
"Very indepPndPnt, I rnp :a:t say." an d the ranch- handkerchief in his hand which he no doubt had
man forced a laug-h. "Well. all right," he added. taken from his pocket for the purpose of wiping
"Maybe I wa<; a little too hasty in raising such his face.
objections. To show vou that I am a gentleman,"It's a ll right. Rooster," Merr y said, stepping
as I just stated, I will stand treat. Give these up to the bar. "The glass must have been blamed·
two people whatever they want. A little brandy hot, an' it caused the brandy to explode, that's·
for me. and a clean irlass. too, mind you."
all."
.
The bartender looked disgusted, especialiy when
But Rooster was unable .to understand it. Howhe was asked to furnish a clean glass, for he was· ever, when he saw that both Hop and .Merry were·
in the habit of letting a customer use the same laughing, he decided that it must· have been some
glass he first drank from when ordering a second . sort of a joke, so he quickly regained his compos-·
drink. But it just suited Hop for a clean glass to ure, and nodding to the victim, said:
:~
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"Boss, I reckon I'll give you another glass.
"There was somethin ' wrong with that one/'
"Eh, what's that?" and the stranger looked at
, ' him sharply as he proceede d to wipe away the
• brandy t nat h a d splattere d upon his face.
"Ther e a in't no u se of gittin' mad about it.
It niust have . been a joke, though I don't know
1
nothin' about it," went on Rooster, as he wiped
another glass and placed it upon the bar.
· "A joke, eh? Just explain to me how it was a
joke, and if it really was a joke, I'd like to know
who perpetra ted it."
·
"I reckon the Chinama n kin explain it if he
wants to," Merry declared . "If you'll promise
not to git mad about it. most likely he'll go ahead
an' tell you how it was done."
"Get mad about it I Why should I get angry
' at the joke? But I really would like to know how
it was done. At first I thought some one had
fired a shot squarely in my face, and caused the
brandy in the glass to flow all over me. I'll give
a hundred dollars· if the Chinama n will show me
how he did that. Here you are," and he quickly
produced a bag and dumped a number of gold
coins upon the bar.
!. ·

CHAPT ER V.-Dox ey.
It was seldom indeed that Hop Wah, the clever
Ohinee, had less than a thousand dollars on his
person. But the offer of a hundred _dollar'!! for
him to show how he had played the Joke on the
stranger appealed to him. But Hop was wary at
the same time. He knew that the stranger was
having all he could do to keep from making an
outburst , and that there was no doubt that if he
chose to he could shoot quick and straight.
Two long-bar reled revolver s were strapped
' about his waist, and the Chinama n certainly was
not going to run the risk of being shot. But he
felt duty bound to show how the trick had been
perform ed and accept the hundred dollars.
"Me showee you, Misler Stlanger , velly muchee
quickee, " he said, stepping up and smiling blandly. "You no gittee mad, so be."
'" Me get angry! Why, of course not. I am too
· much of a gentlem an for that. But are you willing to admit that you caused that big explosio n?"
that you caused that big explosio n?"
· "Me no do lat," Hop declar ed. "You makee um
explosio n, so be."
"I made it, eh? Very well. Show me how I can
'do the same thing again and you shall have the
·hundred dollars. There it is," and he pushed five
twenty-d ollar gold-piec es along the bar, and then
placed the rest of the money into the bag.
Hop took the clean glass the bartende r had put
upon the bar, and made out that he was examin' fng it.
He managed to drop some more of the powder
into it, however , without being seen, and then
placing it before his victim, he smilingl y said :
i
"Nowle n, you p ~ SOillf more b1andy in lWl
glass ami um e::i:plo.ricm
rrnn;. m be...
• "'Then. mr mmit 1ie the
:· am1 tim :nnmlPZn ttar:mm. c i ~ J y to the bmrtendeir..
• "'ff ilt"11 tlre bn;miy, w:h:y <furl :i!f ~ ~
Ws !in the. bothler' :Raxmer.- ulted, bH ~ ~ "Tm ll!lln- I ijmr"II lbm,w~ Bu:t ~
c:1'11:ims" tio lbrow. Suppos~ you pour me out: a

t!;

irfnk.•
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"I reckon I ain't afraid to do· it," and Rooster
promptl y picked up the bottle.
.
Merry stepped back toward the other side -of
the 1·ooin, and Hop did the same. Noticing this,
the s1;r.anger hurried to the door. But the bart ender only laughed and then he tipped the bottle and poured some of the contents into the glass.
The very next instant he did so a repetitio n of
-what · had happene d before occurred . Rooster let
out a yell, and dropped _b ehind the bar, while Hop
and Merry laughed uproario usly. The ranchma n,
however , did not crack a smile, but showed that he
was a great deal intereste d, as well as amaze.
. "A very queer happenin g," he declared , as he
picked up the glass, which had dropped from
the bartende r's hands to the bar without rolling
off. "A puzzle to me, I will say. There's the
~undred dollars, heathen, but I can't let you take
1t yet, for you haven't shown how the thing is
done."
"Allee light, me showee you velly muchee
quickee, !en."
So saying, Hop produced a small vial from one
of the many pockets the inside of ·h is loose-fit ting
blousP containe d. "You givee me lillee piece of
pape,,. and me fixee velly muchee quickee. "
A piece of paper was quickly furnishe d him, and
~he~ Hop dumped a small quantity of the powder
m it and carefully folded it so it would remain
intact.
·
"You takee lillee bit of um powder- and puttee
in um glass," he explaine d, smiling blandly. "Len
when somebod y puttee watee, tanglefo ot or
blandy, or anything likee lat in um glass, um explosion go velly muchee qu'ickee. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
·
"Oh, I begin to understa nd. A chemical preparation, I presume . Ver y well, heathen. That
certainly is worth a hundred dollars to me. Take
your money."
Hop picked up the gold pieces and jingled them
in his hand.
"I presume that I had better test this powder
and see if it i s all right," said the ranchma n.
"Put the whole lot of it in- a glass and try it
that way," suggeste d Rooster.
"Rather sarcastic , I should say," said the ranchman, smiling faintly. "But never mind. If lou
will kindly loan me a dry glass I'll be oblige to
you."
.
·
The bartende r obliged him quickly enough, and
then a very small portion of the powder was put
in the glass. The man then picked up the brandy
bottle, and holding it off at arm's length, dropped
some of the contents into the glass. A repetitio n
of what had happene d twice before was the result.
But this time no bne was much sur.Prised. Even
though- it seemed as if a severe explosion occurred ,
the glass scarcely more than moved upon the bar,
and it was not injured a particle.
"That is all right," the ranchma n declared , nodding his head when the smoke had cleared away.
"I cons~der my hundred dollars well invested .
Much obliged to you, my heathen friend."
"You velly muchee welcome , so be.', Hop answered. "Now len, maybe you wantee chuckee
dice.
Maybe you gittee um hundled dollee
backee.''
"Very well. Anythin g to oblige you. I happen
to have another hundred dollars that I can well
spare, so I propose that we throw the dice ten
times, . at ten dollars _per throw.''
"Lat allee li,cht. Me chuckee allee samee t.en
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beatee fourteen evely time, so be. ~e velly
timee for um handled dollee a thlow."
1'he stranger looked .at the Chinaman _curiously. smartee Chinee."
"1'11 lay a thousand dollars that you can't beat
"You're something of a bluffer, heathen," he
obcervcd, with a laugh. "Yet I ieel sure that fourteen in the next throw you make."
"Allee light; putte upee ·your money."
you're a shrewd fellow. Come on. Let us have
The thousand dollars was quickly counted out,
· the dice, bartender."
Rooster handed over the leather cup and the and Hop covered it promptly. Then he rolled
ihree dice it contained. Hop took it and emptied out the dice ag:1in, and this tinw three fives
,
the dice in his hand. He looked them over quick- turned up.
"Allee samee fifteen. Beatee fourteen :velly
ly, and then a satisfied smile showed upon his face.
This was not because the dice suited him to muchee quickee!" he exclaimed, and the money
throw with, but because he had three trick dice was seized and put away under his blouse in a
in his pocket that were very nearly the same size. jiffy.
- At that moment the rumbling of wheels and the
lnstead of having the regular spots on them, they
contained Jl.Othing but fives and sixes. Very often sounds made by horses' hoofs came to the ears of
the clever Chinee used these in lieu of the regular those in the hotel barroom. The ranchman gave
ones, and it made him an easy winner when he a start, and hurried to a window.
"The stage is coming," he said. "Bartender, I
did. He intended to fleece the stranger now. Hop
produced a ten-doilar --gold-piece and laid it upon think I'll take my horse around° to the rear."
Then without saying another word, he hurried
the bar, and then it was quickly covered by the
outside, and taking his horse by the bridle, started
man who was so willing to gamble with him.
"You thlow," Hop said, pushing the dice and around the side of the building, just as the stage1
that was drawn by four horses, dashed up anct
cup toward him.
came to a stop. Hop· slipped the trick dice into
"All right, I'll lead off, then."
The dice were duly rattled and thrown upon the .his pocket, and turned over the regular ones to the
·
barteQder1 an,!i then he followed Merry outside.
ba~
"Hey, tnere !" the driver of the stage called out,
"Fourteen!" the rancliman exclaimed, loo!Mng
very well satisfied at the result of the throw. "If excitedly, as he pointed around the side of the
Tell somebody, quick.
building. "Look out!
you beat that, heathen, you win ten dollars."
"Me beatee lat, allee light. Me velly smartee There goes Doxey, the leader of the bandits."
"Hip hi!" shouted Hop, and he dashed back
Chinee."
"You think you'll throw more than fourteen, do into the bar-room and on through to the rear
, door.
·
you?"
As he got ·there he was just in time to see the
"Me velly sure me thlow more lan fcnrteein, so
man who had called himself the owner of a ranch
be."
''How r.•uch money would you ·of: willing to in the act of mounting.
"Stoppee lat!" he called out, excitedly. "Somewager that you can do it?"
body wantee see you."
"Me L, ttec. you fivee hundled dollee, so be."
A derisive laugh was the only reply the ChinaThe r!mchman sneered, but when h~ saw Hop
quickly produce a big roll of bills, the expression · man received, and then the man went galloping
away with th~ speed of the wind straight toward
of his face changed instantly.
Five hundred dollars was counted out and laid an open field that lay but a short distance at the
upon the bar, and then the Chinaman looked at rear of the hotel. Hop knew there was no chance
of catc'hing the man. What he had heard the
him and waited to see what he would do.
"You seem to have plenty of money," was the driver say was enough to satisfy him that the
remark. "All right. You will wager that you . man was wanted badly, and he would have been
will roll out the dice and that the spots that come more than pleased if he had been able to prevent
him from getting away. But he had no chance
up will count more than fourteen?"
of doing it, so back he went until he met a num"Lat light, Misler Stlanger."
ber of passengers who had co;ne over by the stage.
"I will count the five hundred."
He was not long irr doing it, showing that he The driver was still outside, shouting excitedly,
had fully as much money as tire Chinaman. The and several were running that way. Rooster and
bartender and the wheelwright looked on with Merry were so much amazed that they simply did
bulging eyes, for they had not e:xpected that a nothing but to look on and listen to the excited
gambling game would be started with the stakes voices of those in the room.
as high as all that.
"The driver knows what he's talking about, I
"Proceed, my heathen friend," the stranger reckon," one of the men said. "-It was ·Doxey all
said, coolly.
right."
"But there's nc use in tryin' to catch him now,"
"Allee light," and Hop picked up the dice, but
instead of putting them "into the le,1.ther cup he one of the others. answered, with a shake of the
dropped in the three he had concealed in the palm head. "I saw .him as h e got on the back of his
of his hand . . After giving them an extra rattling horse. He went away like a shot."
"Me go findee Misler Wild," Hop said aloud,
he threw the little cul;>es out upon the bar. Two
but he· was really speaking to himself. "Maybe
sixes and a five came up.
,
"Velly goodee thlow, so be," the Chinaman said, he wantee knowce 'boutee."
"Where are you goin', HopZ" the wheelwright
as he reached over and took possession of the
thousand dolrars as well as the twenty that lay asked, as he !;tar-ted after him. But Hop made
upon the. bar. The ranch.man - stepped back, his no reply. He went on outside, and ·h e had not
covered more than twenty yards when he saw the
face was the ' picture of amazement.
"Lucky, I should say!" he said, after a short young deadshot and his partners coming with the
.
~~~
1;ilence.
''Velly muchee lucky, so be," and Hop gathered
"Hip hi!" he called uot, waving his hands exciup the dice and put them back in the cup. "Me
tedly. "Misler Wild, Doxey, um bandit, allee
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"Very well, Wild. You told us you we're going
to do that, anyhow, so we are not at all surprised.
But you must be careful. I always tell you that,
you know," and she smiled.
"That's right, Et. You are always advising
me to be careful, and I am always taking your
advice, too."
Charlie grinned at this.
"Bein' careful is all right,"· he said. "But
I sorter reckon that we've got to take quite some
risk at times. But a feller kin take a risk an'
be careful about it, too, can't he?"
This caused them all to laugh lightly. Before
they finished eating their dinner several others
came into the dining-room. But they were all
CHAPTER VI.-On the Right Trail.
strangers. to our friends, so no attention was paid
The excited driver caught sight of the sheriff to them.
Finally the young deadshot and his partners
before he got to the hotel, and he promptly ran
were through, and as they left the table Wild
to meet him.
.
.
. dl
"D
.
"It was him, sheriff," he cried, wll,
y.
oxey said:
"Now then, girls, you will be perfectly safe
was"here right under your"Dos_e, but hes got ~way.
I know him, 'cause I've seen him a c~>Uple of times. here, ~so try and amuse yourselves the best you
I got a glimpse of his f~ce the last t~me I was he~d can. Durango is quite a town, and if you feel like
up, an' there ain't no mistake about it. I know his going out for a walk, or if you want to visit in
all the stores, go ahead and do it. We'll be back
horse, too."
·
·
f th
by supper-time, I am sure."
~·Well, by thunder!" __th~ chief official o_
e
The rifles belonging to the members of the
county exclaimed. "Th1f! 1s what I call mighty
party had been stacked in one of the rooms that
·fresh· in the galoot. To tl:iink he wo~d have,, the _had
been allotted to them by the landlord. Jim
nerve to come right here, m the daytime, too. ·
to the room to get the three they wanted,
. "If he's able to manage a band of road agents hastened
the young deadshot and the scout went on
and kidnapers, I reckon ht; ou!fht to Ji.ave nerve while
outside . without going mto the barroom. They
enough to do almost anything, the young dead- found Hop
just
out of the kitchen after
shot sa1il · in his cool and easy way. "Don't get_ having eaten his c0ming
It seemed that the cook
excited o;er it, sheriff. He'll take care of Mr. had seen to it thatdinner.
the two Chinamen were served
Doxey for you."
.
with the noonday at the same time the rest were.
At that moment" the bell rang for dmner, and
"Whattee you do now, Misler Wild?" the Chinapaying no further attention to th~ ~her iff or any man .,asked, as he walked along with them toward
one else, Wild started for the dmmg-room, fol- the shed where the horses were stabled.
lowed by his partnes.
"Going to take a little ride, Hop," was the reply.
"Mighty funny things hap~enin' here, Wild,"
"You wantee findee Doxey, so be?"
the scout said, as he hung his hat o~ tl>e ra<:k
"I reckon we do."
that was in the hall for the purpose. Blamed if
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild. Me knowee
I' ain't more than glad that we struck Durango Doxey when me see him, so be. Me havee
velly
jest as we did."
bigee timee with him lillee while ago."
"So am I," Jim added.
"You had a big time with ,him, eh?"
"I reckon we all are, boys. But never mind.
"Yes, me tellee you allee 'boutee."
We'll eat our dinner just the same as if there was
Then the clever Chinee started in to relate all
nothing on hand. The fact is I am rather hun- that happened after Doxey, as he was supposed
gry."
to be, came into the hotel barroom.
- Theoy found the girls waiting for them, and
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
promptly took the seats that had been arranged his eyes opening wide as he stared at the Chinafor them. The six had a table all to themselves, man. "What do you think of that, boys? The
but there were other tables in the rather big heathen won fifteen hundred an' ten dollars from
dining-room at the disposal of the regular board- the measly coyote."
ers and the guests who came over with the stage
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me velly smartee
or by the train which arrived ~t the to~n at noon. Chinee. Me thlow dicee velly nicee."
"How did you make out, Wild?" Arietta asked,
They had reached the stable by this time, and
as they were ready to start eating.
were busy saddling their horses, for the hostler
"Pretty well, little girl," was the reply. "One was not there at the time to assist them in any
of the kidnape-rs is lodged in jail, and the leader way.
of the gang left ~<:re just bef?re we came back."
"!{op," the young deadshot said, sternly, as he
This was surpnsmg to the girls, and they want- looked at the Chinaman, "I don't approve of you
ed to know all about it. But Wild CQuld not tell winning money by cheating, even if it is from the
them anything more than he had just heard, and leader of a gang of bandits. You may think it all
he was so cool about it that no one grew excited. right to rob him because he is in the habit of
· "i'll tell you what I am going to do, Et," he robbing others. But when you cheated him out
said, as the meal was proceeding. "You are to _of all that money you didn't know but that he was
.remain here with Anna and Eloise. Charlie and an honest man.' 1
.Jim will &'O out with me this afternoon, and we'll
"Me thlinkee he allee samee veddy bad Melican
see if we can't find out where the boy is being ·man, Misler Wild. Me knowee lat. He showee
: held in captivity. We'll go right after dinner, _velly muchee suplisil when he hear lat Bad Jelly
too."
·
in jail. Len he show very muchee suplise when
~e here lillee while ago. He go away velly
muchee quickee."
The young deadshot and his p_artners came to a
quick stop, and so did the sheriff, who threw up
both hands and shouted:
"What are you talkin' about, ~eat~en ?" .
"Lat allee light," and then ignormg him, the
Chinaman rnn straight to Wild and quickly told
him what had happened.
· "I sorter reckon we'll have to investigate this,
Young Wild West," the sheriff said. "Come on. I
want to talk with that driver right away."

J
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um ba:i:tender say you here and lat you go findee "I can't
be. very far from town, can I? Ain't been r
um lillee Melica n boy."
here
"Even if you thoug ht he ·was a thief 3:nd a it is."much, so can't · say as I know jest how far 1
.
scound rel, it wasn't right for you to rob
"A couple of miles will bring you right in the 1
of
fifteen hundr ed and ten dollars . Th!lt isn'thim
gam- town, I reckon ," Wild answe red, lookin g at him r
bling. It is simply stealin g."
sharpl y. "You are a strang er aroun d here, then?"
"Me velly solly, Misler Wild. Maybe me findee
"Some what of a strang er. I jest got a job on
Doxey and givee him um money back, so b~." .
a
up here about ten miles. I've been over ·1
"All right. If you happe n to meet him Just to ranch
Duran
hand it -back to him, and tell him how you cheate d times, an'goI twice, but it was in the evenin g both •
was with them as knowe d
him."
.
You say it ain't more than two miles? "the way. .,_
·
As the boy said this he winke d to his partne
"Not
rs,
more than that."
but Hop did not fail to notice it. · Howev er, he
"All right; much obliged. I reckon I'll go on."
declar ed that he would do exactl y as the boy saiq.
He
starte
his ho:i:se off at a trot, and quickl y i
Since he wante d to go with them so badly, Wild was lost to dview
aroun d a bend that was but a
decided to let Hop have his way about it. Should
short distan ce below.
. ·
~
they happe n to meet _the man a_nywh;ere along the
"Do
you
think that fellow is Doxey , Hop?"··,
trail he would readily recogm ze him, and that Wild said, turnin
g to the China man.
. :f
would help them out· consid erably .
"Wha t's that?" Charli e -exclaimed.
Mount ing their horses , they rode on aizound
"Hop whisp ered to me when the fellow first "
to the end of the long shed, and then to?~ a pat~ appea red that
he knew it was Doxey, becaus e itthat ied across the open field~ exactl y m
0
di- was the same horse ·he had when he was at the
~
rection the self-st yled ranchm an had takenthe
hotel."
when
·
he made such a hasty flight. When they got to
'!Grea t gimlet s! What do you think of that,· r,
the end of the field they found severa l houses Jim?"
'
4
scatte red about. But it was not long before
they
"~ot at all surpri sed." Dart answe red, with a
struck a road which they knew must bring them
out upon the broad trail that was used by the shrug of the should ers. "Hop seldom makes a ,..
stage that came over from a mining camp twenty mistak e. I was thinki ng that the beard that fellow had on his face was a false one, anyho w." ·
miles distan t. This was the trail they were
"I -thoug ht the same thing, " Jim," Wild an- · ,t
posed to follow if they expect ed t(? get anywhsup-,
ere
near the hiding -place of the bandit s. It ran al- swered , smilin g. "It seems that we are not ii
most due north, just as the sheriff had told them. wrong . That fellow isn't going to the town at
all. He is simply scouti ng aroun d to see if any
Once out of the confines of Duran go the countr
took on a rather wild appear ance. It wa~ ay one is up this way lookin g for him. The chance s
are
that his hango ut isn't very far ' from here.
mount ainous 'region , anyho w, and cliffs and high
bluffs reared themse lves to the left, while to the Come on. We'll ride ahead until we find a good
place
to hide our horses , and then we'll do a little J
right there was an undul ating stretch of land that
was almos t covere d by a luxuri ant growt h of scouti ng on foot."
They
all starte d up the train again, and when .;'
vegeta tion.
they
.
had
gone probab ly a quarte r of a mile they
Of course the trail did not procee d in a straig ht found
just the spot they were lookin g for. A l:line. It wound this way and that in order to essmall
ravine
branch ed off from the trail, where ,
cape the obstru ctions . that nature ha~ caused . there
When they had covered about two miles after growi were innum erable hangin g vines and bushes ;
ng
on either side. Wild looked sharpl at .}
leavin g the town behind them they came to a
the groun d before turnin g into it, and wheny he
rather high spot from which they could l?o~ over found
it
was very hard and stony, and that there · 1
the tree-to ps and see the town from a bir~ s-eye were
no
signs of anyth ing like hoofp rints, 'heview. They halted here for perhap s five mmute s,
d to his compa nions to follow him, and rode )'
and then as they were tu.r ning to ~ontin ue on thE:Y nodde
heard a horse approa ching. Wild held up his on into the ravine , his horse at a walk.
·
Once they got into it they quickl y found a good
hand meani ng that they should · keep at a halt,
and then turned his eyes up the trail. A few place to leave their horses . Dismo unting , they
second later a horse and rider appea red aro_und a tied -them where they might have the benefi t of·
the grass that was growi ng about, and then Wild
bend. The rider was attired after the fashio
,
n of nodde d to the scout
an ordina ry cowboy. A short sandy beard
and said:
"Now then, I reckon you had better throw your
adorne d his face, and the usual sombr ero was
pulled down partly over his eyes. He did not lariat over your should er, Charli e. We may have
to use it, you know. "
seem at all surpri sed when he fourld t~e four
"Righ t you are, Wild. I would have done that
riders at a halt. Hop looked sharpl y at him, and
then at the h9rse he was riding . Then ·h~ leaned if you hadn't told me to. I've found out long ago
that it's alway s handy to have a good rope with
over close to the young deadsh ot and whisp ered:
"Misle r Wild, lat allee samee Doxey. Me you when you're out on a little busine ss of this
here kind."
knowee um horse. "
.
The steed the man was riding was a black with
The young deadsh ot led the way back
h ,
a white star on its face, and it appea red to have the ravine , and just as they were about tothroug
emerg e ,
been travel ing pretty hard, for foam showe d on from it they heard a horse comin g.
"Get back, boys," Wild whisp ered, sharpl y. . "I ·1
the flanks.
.
·
The youn.; deadsh ot did _not even give
a st!1rt reckon that fellow is comin g back."
look around hen the Chma man spoke to him.
· Behin d some rocks they dodged in a hurry, and J,
"That 's all right," he said, in a low tone of they had barely done so when the identic al horseman who had inquir ed the way
voice. "Say no more."
J?uran go •\>" i
"How are you, strang er?" the horsem an calle~ peared his horse at a walk. All to
notice d that hia 1
out, as he broug ht his steed to a halt near them.
face wore a smile that was nothin g short of tn-,.,.

or
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umphant. He paused directly at the mouth of the barroom of the hotel that Bad Jerry had been
the riarrow ravine, and then after looking up and arrested by the sheriff as being an accomplice
down the trail several times, he gave a nod of in the kidnaping affair. He knew right away the
. satisfaction and turned his horse almost directly sheriff must have come in possession of the note
toward where the four were hiding. They were he had written, but as has already been stated,
forced to slip further back among the l'Ocks, man- his composure wes great, and 4e passed himself
aging to do it without making any sound that was off as a gentleman, so tc, speak. But the climax
perceptible to the h.orseman.
came when the stage-coacn arrived. Doxey must
Then he went on past them, picking his way . have forgotten that it was due about that time,
·a long through the bushes. As he was disappear- or certainly he would never have remained there,
lng he looked back, but could not see the four who especially with his horse standing outside. But
were riding.
he succeeded in making his escape all right, and
"I reckon we're in luck, boys," the young dead- without delay he proceeded along the trail at a
shot said, his face showing a confident smile.
breakneck speed, and coming to the very ravine
"Luck isn't no name for it," Jim Dart declared. that Young Wild West had reached a little later,
~'Who would have thought that we would strike he turned that way, and after looking cautiously
the right trail so quickly? It's a pretty sure back to make sure that he was not followed, prothing the gang that is holding the boy for a ran- ceeded on among the rocks and bushes until he
som ·has a hiding-place right in this very ravine." came to an opening in the face of a rough cliff
. "A pretty sure thing, I should say, Jim. Well, ·that was just about large enough to permit a
of course1 we don't mean to be compelled to hunt horse and rider to enter.
for the k1dnapers very long. Now then, come on,
There were many smaller openings to be seen
and I want you all to walk as softly as if you all along, but this one was the en.trance to a big
were treading upon eggs. Hop, you had better cave. that ran back for fully a hundred feet, only
keep a little behmd."
to open at the foot of a gully beyond which was
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman an- a dense woods that was miles in extent. Doxey
swered, in a .whisper.
did not believe in having a large •number of men
Then the young deadshot arose from behind the under him. He figured that a few good ones who
rocks and started through the ravine in the direc- could always be depended upon would be far bettion the horseman had taken, his two partners ter than to have a score or more who could not be
following him.
relied upon. He had seven men who were tried
and true, according to his way of thinking, for
they were all out-and-out villains, and guilty of
various crimes. One of them was Bad Je1·~:y,· but
CHAPTER VII.-Dqxey and His Men.
he was permitted to remain in the town the
Hop Wah certainly had made no mistake when greater part of the time, so he could pick up the
he said the bearded horseman was Doxey, the necessary information regarding the departure
bandit leader. Neither were Young Wild West and arrival of consignments of money and gold.
and his partners Wl'Ong when they decided that
When Doxey disappeared through the narrow
the hiding-place of the bandits was somewhere in opening in the cliff he permitted his horse to
the ravine. Doxey was a well educated man, but walk along for a distance of about twenty feet,
he had drifted to the West at a time when it and then it seemed that the end of the passage had
seemed that every one was trying to get the best been reached. But no. A sharp turn to the left
of the other in the struggle for gain. Having a
and there was a dark passage running that way
natural instinct to domineer over others, he quick- which was much wider than the other. Doxey
ly drifted into thievery, and soon became a leader rode on into this, and then turned sharply to the
o:t; a few men who were willing to do anything he right and found himself in a cave that was lighted
ordered. As time went on and he kept succeed- from the other end by the sunshine outside. While
ing in small things, he gradually took a larger he had really ·been taking cbances of being disone, and finally he located on the trail that ran covered here, the villain had figured it out that
north from Durango and held sway over trav- there were so many openings on either side of the
elers who came and went that way whenever ravine that it could hardly be expected that any
he felt disposed to do so. In the few years he had one would discover the hiding-place, unless it was
followed the game of villainy, Doxey had accu- by mere accident or perhaps because he or the
mulated considerable money.
other members of the band might be followed
. But the more he got the more he wanted, it there. However, they were all very cautious
seemed, and finally he conceived the idea to steal about that _part of it. They never entered the
the rich mine owner's boy and hold him for a ravine, much less undertook to .get into the cave,
ransom. He wa,s a frequent visitor to the town, without making sure that there was no one to be
but always went in disguise. It was in a spirit seen. The clever villain who had organized the
<0f ·b ravado that he rode down and stopped at the bandit gang .dismounted as soon as he got into the
leading hotel shortly before noon on the day that big cave, where it was light enough for him to
Young Wild West and his friendi arrived there. see what he was doing. To the left a nv.mber of
While the villain knew that there were different horses were tied at a sufficient distance apart to
people in Durango who would recognize him as prevent them from kicking each other should one
the leader of the bandits, he decided that he or more of them become uneasy. Doxey led his
would take the risk, anyhow, since he had always horse to the place- where he always tied it, and
proven to be ve17 lucky when undertaking such.. then he coolly proceeded to remove the saddle
things.
_
·
and bridle. He had not finished doing this when
He wanted to meet the man called Jerry, any- a man appeared. -He was one of the six bandits
how, for he had given him a note to deliver to who happened tq be in the place at the time,
-William Elwood, the mine owner. No wonder it making all of them there with the exceptjonthus
of
was that he started violently when he learned in Bad Jerry.
.

-
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"How about it, cap ?" the man asked, as he took
the saddle from the ban dit leader's hands.
"Things ar e a little ba d down in the town," was
the reply.
"Bad '! How is that? "
"Jeny i~ in jail."
"What! "
.
The man started violently, and looked as if he
could har dly believe the words.
"The sheriff a r rest ed him a short time before
I got there. He is charged with having something to do with the kidnaping of the hundredthousand-dol lar kid."
"Git out! How did they find out that he had
anything to do with it, cap?,.,
"That I can't say. But I imagine that Jer ry
got careless and dropped the note I gave him to
deliver in some way to Elwood. Of course, I don't
know that this is correct, but that's the only way
I can figure it out for certainly Jerr y would never
give the thing away, not if he was threatened
with inst ant death."
,
"Mighty bad, cap," and the man shook his head
and then hung the saddle and bridle to a hook
that was there for the purpose.
"Never mind, Tom. Maybe it isn 't a s bad as it
would seem. Are the rest of the boys around?"
"All back there t akin' things mighty easy. Dinner's about ready. We allowed ~h~t you nµgh~
com~ back here putty quick, so we waited for you.
"Well, I suppose I am somewhat hungry, though
I have got quite a little on my mind. Come on,
Tom. I want all hands to hear what I have got
to say." ·
As they rounded a turn in the big cave they
came upon five men who had risen to their feet
and were waiting. It was quite a comfortable .
sort of a place, too, for it was dry and roomy
and well lighted from the long opening that began
directly in the woods less than a hundred yards-distant.
Rude furnishings were scattered about, and in
one corner there was a natural fireplace, where
a smoldering fire was still burning. The odor
of fried bacon and eggs as well a s the aroma of
coffee were evident in the cave, and Doxey sniffed
and gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Somethin's gone wrong down in the town,
boys," the man called Tom said, a s he looked at
the five expectant ones. ·
They all showed great surp1·ise, and at once
began pressing Doxey with questions.
"Easy, boys," he said, for cing a smile. "As
Tom says, something has gone wrong. Now just
listen to me, and I'll tell you all about it."
Then as he walked over to the table, which
was set with some tinplates and cups as well as
knives· and forks, he continued:
"Ba d J erry has been arrested and is lodged in
jail. But more than that, boys. The meddlesome
kid known as Young Wild West is in Durango,
and I expect that he will star t out to hunt u s
down and try to save the kid, so he can gain
the ten thousand dollars reward that is offer ed."
It was very evident that all the men had heard
the name of Young Wild West before.
Exclamations of dismay :;tnd surprise came
from their lips. But Doxey forced a laugh, and
then called for the coffee-pot.
"I knew you wouldn't like to hear so much,
boys," he said, "especially when I told you that
Young Wild West was after us. That young fellow 'h as a wonderful reputation, it seems, and I

suppose there are many who would feel sure th&*
he would succeed :n rounding us up and getting
the kid away from us. But I for one don't fear
anything like that. If we have been able to outwit the sheriff and all the men who have been
searching for us so long, I see no reason why we
can't get the best 6f Young Wild West, too. The
prope1• thing to do with him is to put him out of
the way as quickly as possible, and that is just
what I mean to do. Now, then, pass along the
ham and eggs."
' The bandit leader started to eat, and though
every ftla n in the crowd questioned him, he simply
shook his head and declined to say anything further for the present. Not until he was nearly
through with his meal did he begin talking again.
"We don't know just why the sheriff thought he
had grounds for arresting Jerr y," he said. "But
that matters not. Jerry is in jail, and it is for us
to get him out. It is going to oo a difficult job,
of course, and I'm afraid we won't be able to do
anything probably for a day or two. We must
make preparations to receive Young Wild West
and his partners when they come hunting for us.
I intend to take a ride out upon the trail in a
little while and look for them. I'll disguise myself, for I made a mistake in going into the town
without a, disguise this morning, and I won't take
any further chances, especially when I know the
Champion Deadshot of the West is after me."
Though he talked in a way that was supposed
to show his confidence that ;nothing disastrous
would happen, what he had told his men depressed
them greatly.
Probably they may have felt badly ove.rthe fate
of Bad Jerry more than they did about the new/3
that they were being searched for by Young Wild
West and his partners. Anyhow, they did not
choose to say much after ·eating the noonday meal.
Pipes and cigarettes were Ughted, but a strange
quiet came over them.
·
"What's the matter, boys," Doxey said, after
he had puffed away at his cigarette for a .f ew
minutes. "Feel blue, don't you?"
"Putty blue, cap," one of them answered. "I've
been thinkin' hard, an' I can't even imagine how
we're goin' to git Jerry out of jail."
"I haven't given that a thought yet. I believe
I told you a little while ago that the first thing
we must look aft er is that we take care of Young
Wild West and his partners."
"Tell us what to do, an' you kin bet we'll jump
at the chance of doin' it."
"I'll tell you what to do after I come ba ck. I
am going out in a f ew minutes."
Then the conversation st a rted up again, and
all sorts of conjectures wer e made as to what
would be t he r esult of the capture of Jer ry and
the appearance of Young Wild West in those
pa r t s. Fina lly the leader of the gang arose, and,
going to a t r unk that was locat ed at the further
end of the apa tment u sed as a living place, he
took from it some clothing as well a s a wig and
false beard. It did not take him more than five
minutes to change his appearance, and then as he
looked in a hand mirror, he gave a · nod of satisJaction, and exclaimed:
"Well, boys, I guess I'll pass off as a cowboJ'
all right. Now then, one of you saddle my horse,
and I'll be off without delay."
The fellow called Tom hastened to the other
part of the cavernous place, and in a very fe11f
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minutes he called out that the horse was in readi- his hat, so it could be pulled down at a moment's
notice and cover his face.
ness.
"Stay right where you are, boys," Doxey said,
"Boys," he said, as he walked in to where the
as he started to go to his horse. "One of you men were waiting with the horses, "be sure and
might keep a watch at the entrance of the cave wear your m~sks on this trip. You know it is
until I come back. But I hardly think any one just possible that we may not get them all, and
·
should one or more of them get away after seeing
will find it."
The villain mounted his horse right there in the us, it might make matters a little worse."
cave, and then, turning, rode out of the crooked
They all declared that they had masks with
passage until he was within a few feet of the them, and before mounting their horses the leader
opening, when he came to a halt.
saw to it that they put them on. Then he got •
He listened sharply for a couple of minutes, upon the back of the black steed he always rode,
and then rode outside. The way was clear. There and started to ride across the cave for the paswas no one in sight, so he at once started up the sage. But at that very moment the sound made
ravine and soon reached the r egular trail. Then by a falling piece of rock or stone came to their
it was that he turned and rode slowly in the di- ears. It was right close to them, too. As quick
r ection of the town, only to meet Youn·g Wild as a fl.ash Doxey leaped from the back of his
West and his partners and the clever Chinee, as horse and ran to the mouth of the passage.
had been related. Doxey knew they were, of
''Hey!" he exclaimed. "A spy!"
course, even though he had never seen the young
"Hip hi!" came a startled cry. "Lookee outtee.
deadshot and his partners before. But he cer- Misler Wild, Misler Wild!"
tainly had cause tc, remember the Chinaman with
The next minute Doxey dragged a struggling
them. It never dawned upon him, however, that forqi from the passage, and two of his men inhe was recognized by this same Chinaman. He stantly ran to his assistance.
did not even think of opening fire upon the 1 boy
"The lieathen Chinee !" he exclaimed. "Look
he knew to be his enemy, even though it was the out, boys. Young Wild West must be close at
first time they had met, and probably this was due hand."
to the fact that he was well aware that Young
Wild West was supposed to be as quick as lightning at pulling a gun and just a s active at shootCHAPTER VIII.-What Happened to Hop.
ing it. He rode but a short distance down the
Young Wild West and his partners knew that
hill, and then let his horse come to a walk. When
he thought the four had had time to ride along they might have a difficult task in finding the exact
location of the gang they were in search of.
past the mouth of the narrow ravine, he turned
and rode back. Now he knew that they were But they had been on similar quests many times,
after him, and he wanted to get back to the cave and all felt confident that it was not going to be
and get his men ready to lie in wait for them when very long before they succeeded. The Young
they returnM toward the town. But shrewd as deadshot led his two partners on, while Hop Wah
Doxey was, he certainly had run up against more came along about twenty feet behind them. It
was not a difficult matter for them to follow the
than his match, as the reader knows.
· Wh€n he turned into the ravine and rode on to course Doxey had taken. But it happened that
the secret retreat, he felt much elated, and he 1 when they arrived at the narrow passage he had
figured tp.at inside of an · hour the audacious boy · entered they were upon solid rock which extended
who had set out to win the big reward would be for many feet. Niches- and crannies were to be
no more. Into the cave he rode, findi11g Tom seen all along that side of the ravine, and the
entrance to the' cave did not look at all as if
there on the watch.
"Everything is all right!" he exclaimed, ju- there was anything back of lt, and more than the
Cheyenne Charlie even
bilantly. "Young Wild West and his partners other openings did.
and a heathen Chinee have gone up the trail. peered into the very place, but when he saw
They are looking for u s, all right, for no doubt the rock a short distance in at the back of the
.. they received the infor mation from the sheriff opening, he did not choose to go any further,
or somebody else that we were supposed to have but turned his attention to the next place.
a hiding-place up this way. Now then, I want
All three moved cautiously, pausing every now
you all to get ready, for we are going back to and then to listen. They went on for about fifty
feet, but Hop came to a stop right at the very
lie in wait for their return."
"Goin' right away, cap?" one of them asked.
place Doxey had gone in but a short time before.
"Well, I don't know a s it's necessary to go rigfi.t watched Wild and his partners until they disapaway, f or the chances ar e they will go along quite pear ed behind the rocks. Then he took a careful
a few miles, and do a lot of sea rching. Probably survey of all that could be seen in the ravine, but
we had better wait fifteen or twenty minutes."
like Charlie, did not suspect that the opening
"Jest as you say, Captain Doxey. You know near him amounted to a nything.
your business, if ever a man in this wor ld does."
Fina lly he arose, and climbing over the rocks
"Get ready, anyway, boys. Maybe we ha d bet- and passing through some bushes, .reached the
ter give them half an hour, for it is a pretty sure other side of the ravine.
thing that they will not turn back very soon."
There was a t angled mass of shrubbery growThe bandits were eager to go with him on the ing up the side, and it was not near ly as rocky
mu;rderous errand, and they all hastened to that as at the other. Hop proceeded to lift up all the
portion of the cave where the horses were kept,
vines he came to, hoping to find the way to get
and then it was not long before they were ready , into the cave.
to leave. Doxey removed the wig and false beard,
He went about ten minutes in this way, and
but kept on the same clothing. From a pocket of then crossed the ravine further down, finding
his trousers he drew a mask, and slipped it over himself well back of the place where he had last
his head, permitting it to remain partly under seen the young deadshot and his partners.
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"Maybe ley findee ·a llee light," he muttered, un- bother much with him just them. Young Wild
der his breath. "Misler Wild velly muchee West and his partners must be closelat hand.
smart, so be. No bad Melican man gittee best
"Put away the horses," he said, turning to the
of him. Me go see how ley makee outtee."
men. "Tom, you come with me. Some of you
He. proceeded on, taking care to step softly, take care of the Chinaman. Bind him hand and
and Just as he came to the spot where he had foot, and gag him, too. Things are becoming dessat down for a minute or two, he heard sounds perate."
that seemed to come from the depths of the
The man called Tom, who was a sort of lieuground. The Chinaman had keen ears, and he tenant, showed his readiness to go anywhere
realized right away that he was on the eye of Doxey led, and when he saw him start into the
making an important discovery.
· passage that Hop had been dragged from so
suddenly, Tom had a revolver in his hand, and
"Whattee lat?" he thought. •
Then he listened again, and heard what he he was b.reathing hard, as if he expected a death
knew was the stamp of a horse's hoof upon solid s,truggle might take place at any moment. But
rock. This time he located the direction the sound he knew that Doxey meant to prevent any more
came from, and in less than · two seconds he was from coming into the secret retreat, so he .stepped
at. the mouth of the narrow opening. Listening along noiselessly after him until he made the
for all he was worth, Hop soon satisfied himself turn, and they were right at the very entrance.
that there were men as well as horses somewhere · The two men listened, holding their breaths
under the ground and not very far from him. "as they did so, but not a sound came to their ears
The Chinaman was about as fearless as he was that would indicate the presence of any one near
curious, and after looking around and failing to at ha~d. Neither spoke for the space of fully
see anything of Wild and his partners, he stepped two mmutes. Then Doxey stepped back a little
softly into the passage and moved along until and pulling his companion after him, whispered;
"It may be that the heathen was entirely alone
he came to what he thought was the end of it. ·
But what was his surprise to find another pas- when he found the way to get in here. I hope
sage branching sharply to the left. Hop paused so, anyhow."
here, and could hear voices. He thought quickly, · "So do I, cap," Tom answered, breathing a
but was at a loss whether to go ahead or return sigh of relief. "But we will wait a little while
and find Wild and let him know about it at once. and make sure."
They both crouched so they could see outside;
Unfortunatel y for him he decided upon the latter course, and dropping upon his hands and and be re.ady to fall back should any one pass
~nees, hE; crept along through the passage, see- and look mto the passage. For fifteen minutes
mg nothmg but darkness ahead. He had just they remained that way, but nothing happened
about reached the entl of the passage where it to give the least proof that any one else was outopened into that part of the cavern in which the side.
"I am satisfied now that the heathen came here
horses were kept, when his hand struck a goodsized stone that must have been somewhat round, alone," Doxey said, as he arose to his feet. "You
for it went rolling from him and dropped about stay here, Tom. I'll go and settle things with
a foot with a thud that was bound to be heard the heathen."
Tom gave a nod, and then dro"' b g into a
by any one who might be inside. The Chinaman
was dismayed, but for a moment he made no somewhat easier position, gripped · ,11s revolver
move. Probably he might have stood a chance tightly.
of getting away if he had acted quickly, but he · Doxey turned and made his way, back .into the
did not, and the first thing he knew he was cave. He found one of his men right at the outpounced upon by Dixey, and with a hand grip- let of the passage, as if he were waiting to lend
ping his throat, was dragged into the presence assistance should it be needed.
.
'.'Ev~rything seems to be all right," Doxey
of the bandits, who were just ready to ride out
said,
m
a low tone of voice. "Where is the
of· the cave.
After giving vent to the first cry of alarm, Chinaman?"
"Back there waitin' to bear his sentence cap "
Hop's wind was shut off, so all he could do was
to strugg~e. But the two who came so quickly was the reply.
'
'
."He'll get that soon enough, for certainly he
to the assistance of Doxey overpowered him easily, and 'when the grip was removed from his will never get away from her alive. However
throat a hand was placed over his mouth, so he I have hopes that I might gain some valuabl~
information from him before he dies and I'll
could not make much of an outcry.
"Glad to meet you, my heathen friend," Doxey give him a little time in case he doesn:t want to
impart it right away."
said, speaking in his natural voice.
The villain n:ia.de his way back to what might
It was too dark in the place for Hop to see
the speaker's face, but he recognized the voice. be called the hvmg apartment of the big cave
"Misler Doxey!" he said, in a voice that trem- al!d found th~ other four men ot' his gang ther~
with the Chmaman, who was lying upon the
bled slightly.
gr,~u!!-d, , bound and gagged.
"Ha! you know me, eh?"
Didn t you see none of 'em, Captain Doxey?"
"Me knowee you allee light. Maybe you wantee
gittee back you fifteen hundled and ten dollee so one of them asked, eagerly.
"Not a thing" was the reply. "I have every
be, Me wantee givee you, 'cause me cheatee ~ith
reason to believe that the Chinaman was a1one
um dice."
when he entered the passage."
This was somewhat startling to the bandit
"He won't be alone · when he goes out of it I
leade1:, for. certainly he had not expected to hear reckon," one of them said, with
hoarse chuckle
anythmg hke that from the lips of the China- · ''.He never will go out, boys. a That
is certain:
man. However, he felt that he had. not time to
This fellow seems to be a very ignorant China-

.,,
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-'man. But such is not the case, for I know ~hat

he is as sharp as a ·steel trap. I h~~ dealings
with him when I was over at the hotel m Durango
this morning."
· .
Doxey now stooped over the helpless _C hinaman
and proceeded to remove the ga_g.
_
.
"My heathen friend," he said commandin gly,
"you have got to keep still. If you don't yoµ
will die in a jiffy."
.
,,
"Me keep still velly muchee qmckee, so be!
Hop answered, just as soon as _he could use his
tongue. "Me velly goodee S~mee. Me comee
h ere to givee you your money.
"What do you mean by such nonsense?" de-manded Doxey, as he seized the helpless heathen
and lifted him to a sitting posture.
.
"Lat light, Misler Doxey. Me c;heatee when
me chuckee dice, so be, and when me teJl~e Young
Wild West. 'bout~e he say me havee givee _you
money back. Y,ou untie my hands, and me givee
your fifteen bundled and ten dollee velly muchee
quickee."
"You will, eh? I reckon you'll give me more
than that. I want all you have got, heathen.
You don't suppose I am going to feed you to the
vultures without taking what money you have got
on your person from you, do you?"
"Me no wantee · lat," Hop said, pleadingly.
The fact was that he really was bl:J:dly frightened· and he blamed himself for havmg ventured too far into the passage. But now that
he could express himself he gradually became
calmer and when one of the villains assisted him
to his 'feet he nodded and with a forced smile
said:
"Muchee 'bligee. Me no likee sittee down_, so
be. l\'1;e wantee standee uppee· allee same Mehcan
man."
•
"Boys " Doxey said, nodding to those standing abo;t, "he admits th;i.t he fleeced me out of
fifteen ·hundred and ten dollars. But he forgot
to state that he sold me a small quanity of a
chemical powder for one hundred dollars. That
makes it sixteen hundred and ten:'
"What was the powder for, cap?" one of them
asked.
"I'll show you what is's for when I .have the
time, but not just now. I'll just 1·elieve the
heathen of what money he has got, and then he
can be stowed away along with the kid for a
while. That will give him a chance to think it
over and make up his ~ind to tell us all he
kno~s before he dies."
"Goin' to put him with the boy?"~
The man who asked this showed great surprise.
"Why not? He certainly can't get out of
there."
"I was thinkin' maybe you was goin' to chuck
him over the cliff back here."
"Probably that would be a good idea. But it
struck me that if he had a chance to talk with
the kid before he died he might tell him a lot,
and then we could easily get it from the kid
later on. But the fact is there is really not
much that he could tell us, so .I think we had
better dispose of him right away."
Hop's heart sank within him. When he heard
the villain say that he was to be placed somewhere with the ltidnaped boy, he felt that he
surely would have a chance of making his escape,
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and probably take the boy away with him. But ,
now it was all changed.
"Me no wantee die," he said, pleadingly.
"Of course not. Boys, did he have anythin~
dangerous on his 'person when you tied him up? '
"Only these," and one of the men showed the
big, old-fashion ed -six-shooters that HQp always
carried and a keen-edged hunting-kn ife. "He's
got a lot of all sorts of things in his pockets, but
they don't seem to amount to much. Little bottles an' paper boxes, an' all that."
"An' here somethin' else," an.other spoke up,
he he held up an oblong package which had a
fuse protruding from one end. It was one of
the home-made crackers Hop was famous for
making, but Doxey did not examine it closely, and
had no idea what it was. None of the men seemed
to think it was anything more than something
tied in a .package, so it was placed upon the
ground.
"Did you take his money from him?" Doxey
went on to say, as he looked sharply at the men
who had been in charge of the Chinaman since he
had been captured.
"No, cap," .came the quick reply. "We allowed that it was for you to do that. He's got a
lot of it, though."
"All right. I'll relieve him of it right away.
Just cut that rope. It is not necessary to have·
him tied up any longer. I have made up my mind.
to finish him right away, just as soon as I get
hold of the money."
Hop began pleading, but no attention was paid
to him. · The rope that had been used to tie his
hands behind him was quickly severed, and even
though he had his hands free he made no effort
to put up a fight. Doxey searched his pockets,
and soon took all the money he had, which was
quite a large sum.
"No then heathen " he said "we'll take a
walk out this way." '
'
•
Then it was that Hop attempted to break away
from them, but he simply wasted his strength
for the1·e were so many of them that he could not
gain a yard.
"Drag him along, boys. Take him by the heels."
The villains were eager to obey, and the Chinaman was jerked from his feet, and then he was'
dragged along over the stony ground toward
the wide mouth of the cave, which overlooked
the gully and the woods that lay beyond. Outside
they went, Doxey following, and then turning
to the left, they went up a short ascent and
stopped at the top of a perpendicu lar cliff.
"Let him have a chance to look down and see
where he is going to drop, boys," the villainous
leader said, a cruel smile showing on his face.
Hop was swung around so the upper portion
of his body was well over the edge of the precipice. He looked downward for about a hundred
feet, and saw nothing but a pool of water, with
sharp, jagged ricks sticking above the surface
all around. He knew it would be instant death
if he fell there, and he began begging for his
life again. But the hard-hearte d villai_n s only
laughed. His cries seemed to be amusing to their
ears.
"Over with him, boys. There is no need of delaying any longer. He is nothing but a Chinaman, anyhow, and I owe him a grudge, so the
quicker he's dead the better it is."
Two of the men picked the struggling China-
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man up bodily, and then began swinging him
back and for_th.
''One!" cried out Doxey.
"Helpee, helpee!" Hop shouted -at the tE>p of
his voice.
"Two!"
"Misler Wild, Misler Wild I" came from the despairing Chinaman' s lips.
"Three!"
With a heart-rendi ng wail on his lips, the
Chinaman felt them release him, and then down
he shot toward the cruel jagged rocks below.

through, he felt like giving a cheer. But he knew
well that his captors must be close . at hand, so
he refrained from doing so.
It just happened that from- natural causes the
portion of rock that had been dislodged .had become loosened. But there. was an opening now
that would have permitted a man to crawl
through, much_le:;s his small self. He had been
provided with a stool by the bandits, so quickly
running for it, he placed it under the opening
·and stepped upon it. Then as he peered through
and saw what lay below, a shudder came over
.him. Some ragged bushes and a small tree grew
from the clinks in the face of the cliff right
above him, but there was nothing at all below.
CHAPTER IX.-How Hop Was Saved.
He looked upward, but was unable to see the top
of the cliff, owing to the bushes and tree. ThinkIt is now in order for us to turn our attention ing that lie might be able to climb upward, since
'to the kidnaped boy about .whom so much has it was impossible to go down without means of
been written.
a long rope, he crept on through and seizing
Little Billy Elwood was all th.at his father had a bush, pulled himself around until he could. see
said of him when it came to being courageous and to the top. It was scarcely twenty feet, but dedaring.
spair once more came over him when he found
·
When he had been captured by the bandits to that it would be impossible for him to get up
be held as a ransom,_the boy was quite unnerved there.
for the time, and like any child of his age, he
"If I only had a rope!" he exclaimed, as he
cried considerabl y. But after he was once taken made his
back into the prison. "W~at am
to the hidden retreat of the bandits and placed I to do? way
I have no money, or I might bribe one
in a part of the cave where things y,ere fitted up of the men
get a rope for me. Maybe if I
quite comfortabl y, he began to thmk of a way promise one to
them to pay him well, he will do
to make his escape. The boy's prison was lo- it, anyhow. of
I'll wait until they come with my
cated at the left part of the big cavern, and a supper and try
it."
narrow passage about fifty feet in length ran to
. This decision caused him to f~el a little better,
it. It was easily thirty feet below the ground
that formed the floor of the cave where the horses and thinking it advisable to replace the broken
were kept and the men had the~r q1:1arters. Light piece of stone so the attention of the villains
· was admitted through a crevice m the face of might not be attracted to the crevice when they
the cliff, for it happened that the natural side came in, he proceeded to do so. Then the boy
of the place was not more than a foot in thick- prisoner began walking· up and down his narrow
nets at that point, and in the afternoon the sun quarters. He kept this up for possibly five minshone full into the natural prison cell. Each utes, and then suddenly he heard crise for help.
time one of the villains brought food and water J·ust where they came from he did not know at
to him he would question them eagerly; but the first, but as the cries were repeated he stepped
answer was always the same. His father had upon the chair, and peered through the crev1ct.
failed to put up the money. Doxey had been Then a crashing sound came to his ears, and the
there shortly before lie took the ride without any light was partly shut out for a moment.. What
disguise to the hotel in Durango, and he had told he saw then was a human form swaying u p and
him that he expected that the money would sure- down. A thrill shot through the boy's frame,
ly be forthcomin g in less than a week. Being and a s quick as a flash he seized the loosened
but twelve years of age, Billy did not seem -to rock and pulled it to the ground. A man was
clinging to the small tree that he had seen right
regard a hundred thousand dollars as being a
very large sum, for he .knew his father was im- back of the opening.
For one of his year~ he certainly acted quickmensely rich. It happened that . the li~tle fellow was peering through the crevice, which was ly and well. He could hear the roots snapping
not more than four inches in the widest part, as the tree was giving way, and without any hesand extended seven or eight f.eet almost horizon- itation he reached out with both hands and seized
tally across the side of the rocky chamber, when the man by the arm. A quick pull, and he had
Hop Wah was being relieved of his money in the him safe, for the head and shoulders were
through the opening. No doubt the boy saw that
upper cave.
Many times the boy looked out upon the green it was a Chinaman he had saved, but that made
woods that lay but a short distance away, but no difference. It was Hop, sure enough. By
just now the outside world appeared more invit- what seemed nothing short of a miracle, his feet
had struck the small tree as he was hurled· downing than ever. He became desperate, and pushing his hands through the crevice, he seized the
ward, and though the force of his fall partly
sharp-edge d rocks and pulled upon them as if he
tore it loose, it was the means of saving his life,
for instinctivel y he made a grab, and succeeded
thought he might dislodge a portion of the wall
and thus find freedom. He had done this before,
in ~etting a hold upon the branches. However,
as well as looked out, but what was his surprise if httle Billy Elwood had not been there it would
now when a portion of the rock' yielded and fell simply have delayed his death a fe.w seconds, and
in almost upon him. Amazed and delighted, he subjected him to the.. fiercest torture imaginable .
looked at the enlarged opening, and when it . Billy tugged at him, and finally pulled llim
aawned upon him that he could easily crawl
through upon the ground of his little prison, ~op
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'"falling in a confu$ed heap in a fainting condition.
"A Chinee!" Billy ga~ped, when he found the
,use of .his tDngue.
Really it was not necessary for him to speak
at all ·just then, for certainly Hop did not hear
him. Billy went right at work to look after the
rescued Chinaman. The first thing he did was
to straigbten .him out and put a bag of leaves
which bad been supplied to him for a pillow under his head. This done, he got some water, for
there was plenty' of it in the place, and sprinkled
it copiously upon Hop's face . This had the effect of l>ripging .him to almost instantly.
"'Whattee .mattee ?" he said, feebly, as he .raised
his head and looked around.
_"You're all right," Billy. said, in a low tone of
voice. "Don't talk so loud."
The Chinaman stared at him for a moment in
silence, and then he slowly arose to his feet.
. "Me allee. samee thlinkee me dead, so be, littlee
elican boy. You savee my life."
"I suppose I did." .
"Um bad Melican men chuckee me over um
cliff. Me fallee down and stlike um tlee. Len
you pullee me in here. Me never forgittee you
for lat. Me savee you fl.om um bandits and you
papa and mammy be velly glad to see you."
"Who are you?" Billy asked, looking surprised,
for something struck him just then that the
Chinaman knew of his being there before he came
tumb11ng from the top of the cliff.
."Me Hop Wah; come fl.om China. Me You~g
Wild West's Clever Chinee. Come lookee for htlee Billy Elwood, so be. Me findee velly muchee
quickee."
The eyes of Billy opened wide.
·
"You's Young Wild West's Clever Chinee?" he
asked, as if he doubted the Chinaman' s veracity.
"Lat light. Me velly smartee, too, so be. You
illee Billy Elwood?"
"Yes, that's who I am: And you came here to
same me?"
"Lat light. Um bandits allee samee ketchee
me, and len takee allee my money. · Len ley
chuckee me over um cliff to gittee killee on um
locks below. But um Great Master whatee ley
tellee me about in um Sunday-sch ool in "Flisco
no wan tee see poor Hop Wah die, so um lillee
Melican boy light here to savee me. Evelythling
allee light. Me no die for um bundled years. Me
velly smartee Chinee. Hip hi, hoolay!"
Hop raised his voice a little higher than the
boy thought he should, and he quickly clapped
his hand over his mouth.
"Be still!" he exclaimed. "You don't want
them to hear you."
It was really wonderful how the Chinaman
~mld recover so quickly from · the awful ordeal
he had passed through. But he was not altogether an ordinary person, anyhow, so probably
there was nothing to wonder about, after all.
He took a 'drink of water, and then began looking about the narrow confines of the boy's prjson.
Billy attempted to put the piece of rock back into
place, and when he noticed this Hop came to his
assistance and it was quickly done.
"Lat allee light/' he said. "Pletty soonee somebody comee, and len me fixee · velly muchee
qui~ee."
·
-- llie words were scarcely out of the Chinaman' s
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mouth when footsteps ·were heard outside the
..natural p.rison ..cell. Billy's face paled.
"Hop Wah," he said, in a whisper, "you have
got to hide. Somebody is coming. Maybe they
have found out that you are here."
"Where um door?" Hop asked, looking about
hurriedly.
"Right over .there. It isn't a door. It's a big
slab of stone, which .they .have to -pull .back before
they can get in here."
"Allee light,·" and then Hop quickly leaped in
the direction the boy indicated, and placed himself so he would be ready to pounce upon any
one w.ho .happened to ente_r.

CHAPTER X.-Doxey Plays His Last Card.
Young Wild West and his two partners proceeded through the ravine until they had reached
a point that was easily half a mile from the entrance to the hiding-plac e of the bandits. They
searched on both sides if the narrow place, but
of course failed to find any clue to the whereabouts of those they were looking for.
· "Well, boys," the young deadshot said, as he
came to a pause and looked in the direction they
had come, "I reckon there is no need of going
any further in this :way. It strikes me that the
hiding-plac e of the gang of kidnapers is much
closer to the trail than this. That means that
we have passed it. But this is not the first time
we have done a thing like that. Others nave
failed to find it, so we could easily miss it the
first time. We'll try again."
The three then made their way along, looking
as sharply as they had done in coming.
"I --wonder where the heathen is, Wild?" Charlie said, when they were about half way back.
"I was thinking about him," was the reply.
"He's a pretty lucky fellow, anyhow, and it may
be that he has discovered something. "
·They proceeded on until they came to the spot
where they had left their horses, passing the
cave without knowing of its existence. Hop
was not there, and this seemed somewhat puzzling to them.
· · .
"He must be looking around somewhere , and
as I said before, it may be that he has made a
discovery.
Come on, boys; 'we'll mount our
horses and ride through the ravine again. Something may turn up."
The three quickly mounted their horses, and
then turned and rode back. through the ravine,
going at a very slow pace, and watching on both
sides as they proceeded. It happened that at
this very moment the bandits were getting ready
to come out and make a search for the young
deadshot and his partners for the purpose of
annihilatin g them in short order. Their horses
were ready to mount in the outer cave, and as
Doxey took his steed by the bridle-rein it occurred to him that it would be better to leave
·one of the men in the cave. ·
"Toy;i," he said, 'turning to his lieutenant, "I'ni
not afraid of the .kid getting. away,.but it will be
just as well for you to stay here until we come
back. It might happen that Young Wild West
eludes us and finds a way to get in here. The
Chinaman did it, all right, and there is no telling but that the others might."

.
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"Jest as you say, cap," and Tom certainly felt
glad that he was to remain there, -since he was
afraid to get in range o:(. the Champion Deadshot of the West.
Doxey mounted his horse and gave the word
for his men to follow him. Then he rode on
through the passage, and emerged into the ravine. He looked first to the right, and seeing
the way clear, he turned and looked in the opposite direction. What was his surprise to see three
riders suddenly ·a ppear around a band less than
two hundred feet distant. He recognized them
instantly as Young Wild West and his partners.
"Look out, boys!" he exclaimed, as the me!l
came riding out of t:\le passage. "They're right
1
cn top of us."
Then the villaiI\. who possessed a carbine, threw
it to his shoulder and opened fire upon the thr~e.
That started the fight going. Crang, crang! Wild
and Charlie answeTed the shots quickly enough,
and the result was that two of the bandits fell
to rise no more. There was no chance of them
getting back into the passage, so the others started at a gallop up the ravine.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!" came
from the scout, as he charged after them with
Wild and Jim.
The bandits had about two hundred feet start,
and their horses ·being good ones, they managed
to hold their own U11til they came to the end of the
ravine. Reaching the end of the ravine, Doxey
led the way sharply to the right, and quickly
reached the woods, which Jay opposite the cliff
back of which was. the hiding-place of the band.
"Hurry up, boys!" Doxey exclaimed, his eyes
flashing with determination . "We have got a
chance yet. There are four of us against the
three. But that don't count much. Those fellows
can shoot too straight. Everything is dry here in
the woods, and a couple of matches will set the
whole thing blazing. See! The wind is blowing
toward them."
Then the villain looked over his shoulder, and
saw the three pursuers coming hot after- them.
"You go on," he called out to his men, and then
he took the risk of dismounting.
He struck a match and soon had a bunch of dry
grass in a blaze. Not satisfied with this1 he moved
a short distance away and started it going in another place. Then he mounted his horse just as a
rifle cracked. Doxey had done his best. He was
making a hot trail for Young Wild West, no
doubt, but the bullet fired by the young deadshot
struck him in the back ·of the neck, and he fell to
the ground, dead. The horse went galloping madly away, while the three survivors, seeing that the
fire was gaining rapid headway, slackened their
pace and waited for the young deadshot and his
partners to appear. But something happened just
then that caused Wild, Charlie and Jim to stop.
It was a shout that came from the cliff something
like a hundred yards away. When they looked
over there they saw a .boy being lowered rapidly
by a rope to the front of the cliff.
"Hip hi! Hip hi!" came the shout again, and
en they beheld no less a person than Hop Wah
aning through an opening in the cliff, his hands
·
on the rope.
"Great .R"imlets !" exc.laimed the scout. "I reek?», the heathen did do somethin', Wild. We've
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got to git over there, 'cause blamed if the fire ain't
workin' right that way."
·'Right you are, Charlie," and then the three
went galloping through the woods straight for the
spot where the boy was sure to land upon the
ground.
CHAPTER XL-Young Wild West's Hottest
Trail.

•

The bandit called Tom lost no time in getting
into the living part of the cave, and the moment
he got there he decided to go in and see how the
boy prisoner was making out. By the time Doxey
got out into the ravine he was at the entrance to
the boy's prison. It was easy enough for a man
to remove the boulder that obstructed it from that
side, but it would be irrn>ossible to ·do it from within. Tom quickly pushed it away, and then stepped in. Then something happened' that he hnd n ot
figured on. A sinewy hand gripped him by _the
throat in, a twinkling, and he was forced to the .
floor. Hop Wah h ad been ready for him, and the
clever Chinee exerted all his strength and actually choKed the villain into submission.
"Hully uppee! Gittee um lope, so be," Hop said
as he held the man to the ground.
.Billy Elwood gave a cry of joy, and then started out of the natural prison cell. He ventured up
into the other part of the cave, and seeing that
there was no one there, he looked around hurriedly and found a long lariat coiled and lying upon
the ground. This he quickly possessed himself of,
and then seeing a shorter rope, he grabbed that,
too, and hurried back to the assistance of the
Chinaman. But Hop's grip had been so fierce
that it was now unnecessary to use a rope. He
had actually put an end to Tom by the terrible
grip he had upon his throat. He did not know
this until he started to tie him, but when he
found that he was dead he shook his head and
said:
"Lat allee light."
So excited had the two been that they had not
heard the shots that were fired outside. But
thinking that the bandits were somewhere in the
cave, both thought it not advisable to try and
make their escape that way. There was the opening in the face of the cliff, and here was the rope
to help them out. Hop quickly removed the piece
of broken rock and took a look outside. He could
not see anything but the woods across the way.
There was not a Hying soul in sight. The Chinaman then crept outside and looked downward. He
could jud!?e that it was fully a hundred feet to
the ground below.
"We see if um lope long enough, so be, Misler
Melican boy," he said.
Then he began measuring the lariat by stretching it out at arm's length.
"Lillee bit shortee," he said. "Me takee up
other lope."
The other rope referred to was about twenty
feet in length, and when Hop had knotted the two
securely together he knew it would be long enough
for the purpose. He loolced about the narrow confines of the boy's prison., but could :find nothing t,o
tie the end of the rope to.
"Me knowee whattee me do, Misler Billy," h•
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,.. said, after thinking a moment. "Me puttee you
down first~ len me comee down. We gittee away
velly muchee quickee and len we findee Young
Wil{i West, so be.
· Hop again looked through the opening. It occurred to him that it would be a perilous thing
to do, so he pulled himself back, and shaking his
head, said:
"Maybe we gittee .uttee some other way, so be."
"There was no one ·out there when I got the
rope," Billy answered.
"We go lookee, so be. Me wantee gittee my
thlings whattee um bad Melican men takee."
Billy fearlessly led the way up to ~e cave
where he had got the ropes. There was no one
there, and when Hop looked around and saw the
things that had been taken from him lying in a
pile, he lost no time in possessing himself of them.
But just as he had done this a sound was heard
from the outer cave. It might have been the horse
that belonged to Tom that caused the noise, but,
anyhow, it had the effect of making Hop and Billy
hurry down into the underground place again, for
naturally they thought some one was close at
hand. Hop now decided that there was only one
way to make his escape with the boy. He soon
tied the rope about the little fellow's body under
his arms, and then bidding him crawl through
and hold on tightly over his head, he was ready
for business. The boy did as directed, and he did
it fearlessly.
"I won't look down, Hop," he said, "for it might
make me dizzy. I can't fall, of course, but I don't
want to get dizzy. I am going to escape now and
get back to my father and mother, I know."
- Then ~e slipped through, and the next minute
Hop haa started to lower him. But at that very
moment the Chinaman caught sight of flames and
smoke almost directly opposite in the woods. He
gave a start and ceased lowering the boy for a .
moment. Then what was his surprise when he
saw Young Wild West and his two partners suddenly appear. The younP.: deadshot fired the shot
that put an end to the life of Doxey at that moment, and Hop, permittin~ the boy to hang a few
feet below, leaned out and shouted for all he was
worth. At first he did not attract the attention of
the thr.ee, but when .he did he let out .inother yell
and then kPnt 0n lowerin!!; 1h£ hny until he was
landed safely below. A new difficulty now pres
sented itself. As has been said, there was nothing
whatever to tie the end of the rope· to. Hon had
thought of this. but he was satisfied to take his
chance, for all he wanted to do just then was to
save ,the boy, so that the big reward might be
won.
"Me gittee outtee allee light," he said, and then
J.e pulled upon the rope, and finding it loose, hauled th? greater part of it upward.
Having done this, he turned and went up out
of the prison cell. With the boy away, he was
not afraid to meet half a dozen of the bandits,
for he · now had in his possession the home-made
firec~ckers he always carried with him. As the
China;rnan emerged into the upper cave he had
.one of them in his hand, .and a match ready to
strike. He paused . and listened, and when • he
heard the sound made by the stamping of a horse,
it struck him right away that there were no
men in the place, and that what he and Billy

had. heard before was nothing more than a .horse
somewhere close by.
·
Holding the cracker in. readiness so he might
light it and hurl it toward any one he might'
meet instantly, the ·clever Chinee hurried into
the outer cave, for he knew the way he had been
brought in, and when he found a solitary horse
tied there he gave a low chuckle, and then turned
and started through the passage that would take
him outside. He got out all right, and the first
objects he saw were the bodies of the two bandits
who had been shot by Wild and Charlie. Hop
gave a nod of satisfaction, and then hurried to
the spot where the horses had been left.
He got there quickly enough, and finding his
own the only one there, he was still further
satisfied, for he knew that Wild and his partners
were on the trail of the bandits. The Chinaman mounted his horse and started through the
ravine, hoping to soon join the boy he had
rescued, and find the young deadshot and his
partners with him. Meanwhile, little Billy Elwood after landingly safely at the. foot o·f the
cliff lost no time in untying the rope. Then he
started on a run to meet the young deadshot and
his partners. He saw the fire, of course, but did
not think of the danger that faced him.
"Hello, kid!" Young Wild West called out, as
he rode up to him and brought Spitfire to a halt.
"Come here. Get up behind me. I reckon we
have got to do some fast riding. Go on, boys."
Charlie and Jim obeyed, and went dashing
ahead. They were lucky enough to get pretty
well across the open space ahead .of the flames,
but unfortunately Billy slipped and fell from the
horse. He did not hurt himself, but the delay
was dangerous. Wild was forced to dismount
and help him to the back of the horse.
· Then he got up ·before him, and away went the
gallant sorrel. There was only one way to do
it, and that was to cut across ahead · of the
flames. The moment he attempted to do this
fortune favored him, for the wind suddenly
changed, and the blaze turned another direction.
This gave Charlie and Jim a good chance to get
clear of the qanger.
The dead wood and leaves that were scattered
on the ground were as dry as tinder, and the
crackling of the flames and the dense smoke that
arose made the scene look appalling.
· "A mighty hot trail," was the comment of the
young deadshot to himself, as he looked for a
way to get clear of the burning woods. "There
are three sneaking coyotes somewhere here, too,
and I must g-et them."
Then he spoke sharply to Spitfire. On plunged
the nob 2l sorrel.
"Hold fast, kid," Wild said to the boy behind
him. "WE\ are in a tight place, but i: reckon
we'll come out all right."
At that moment two cf the scoundrels appeared.
They were on foot, too, but this was due to the
fact that the sudden change in the wind had
caused the flames to shut them off right at the
edge of a steep bank.
It was impossible to get the horses down it
so they dismounted and in doing so one. of the~
iot his foot caught in the stirrup, and the animal
oecoming maddened from the smoke and heat
plunged away, with the effect of causing him t~
have his brains dashed out. The other two got
down, and just as they were diying under a falle~
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tree they came directly upon Young Wild West the reward was duly paid to Young Wild West
and the rescued boy.
and his friends.
"Light out, you sneaking · coyotes!" the young
With the dangerous gang of bandits broken up
deadshot called out. "Keep a little to the left, for good, things would probably be more peaceand you will manage to live so you can be put ful in that section of the country. It was not
in jail, along with Bad Jerry."
until the settlement had been made, however, that
Doubtless they did not hear what he said, but Hop Wah told of his thrilling experience in the
they ran in the right direction, and after them cave of the bandits, and .how little Billy had saved
came the sorrel stallion with his double burden. his life. This · was really the greatest thing of
Two minutes later they were all safe as far as all, as the young deadshot. and his friends were
the burning woods was concerned.
The two willing to declare.
~'Hop should be entitled to the whole reward,"
bandits surrendered readily, and begged for
Arietta said.
mercy.
But
the Chinaman simply grinned.
Wild, with the assistance qf · Billy, disarmed
"Me gotte plenty money, Missee Alietta. . When
them and tied their hands. Then the start was
me
wantee some more me askee Misler Wild
made for the regular trail which ran down to
Durango.
Before they reached it they were for it."
So
that settled it, and the Chinaman was just
i<>ined by Charlie and Jim, and two minutes later
as ready as the young d~adshot and his partners
Hop Wah came riding to meet them.
to hunt up something fresh in the way of danger
"Evelythling allee li~ht, Misler Wild. Me and excitement.
lrillee one of um bad Mehcan men."
Next week's issue will contain: "YOUNG WIL l)
"You killed, one of them!"
"Lat light, Misler Wild," and Hop quickly ex- WEST TRACKING A HORSE THIEF; OR,
ARIETTA AND THE '\3/ILD GIRL."
plained how he had done it. •
"I reckon that's about all of them, then. Doxey
got his medicine. I couldn't help shooting him
when I saw him set the woods on fire."
WHAT IS THE SHAPE OF THE MOON?
·
"He gottee allee my money, Misler Wild."
We do not even know the exact shape of the
"That's all right. You can go back and get it, moon; Is it spherical or is it egg-shaped? And
for I'm sure the flames didn't go that way. Come if it is egg-shaped, does the longer end point
on. We'll all go around that way. It will take toward the earth? And what causes the irrega little longer. But no. Charlie and Jim can ularities in the moon's motion around tlie earth,
take the two prisoners on to the trail and wait which every astronomer knows and no astronomer
for us."
can explain?
Prof. E. W. Brown, of Yale, has constructed
This was a~eed upon so the others turned and
rode back, skirting the burning woods, until they the most accurate tables for the moon's movefinally came to the spot where Doxay had :::allen. ments th~t have ever been compiled. His mathe·
• Wild was right in sayin~ that the flames had matical etiuations expressing the position of the
not reached him. Hop quickly possessed himself moon at any given date includes nearly 1,500 1
of the money that had been taken from him, and terms (quite difffferent from the simple "x" and
then with the assistance of the young deadshot ''y" of elementary algebra!) yet he admits there
the body was placed upon the Chinaman's horse. are oscillations in the moon's movements unacIn this way they went an around through the countea for even then. The theory of gravitation
ravine, and in due time reached the trail, only has been exhausted without yielding the secret.
to meet Charlie and Jim with the .two prisoners. 1 The Einstein theory does not help us at all in
The ride back to town was made without this case.
further difficulty, and when the party rode up to
And so the moon swings on through the
the jail they were followed by a crowd. The probably smiling inscrutably at the busyheavens,
sheriff came out to meet them, and when he saw on the earth trying to find what makes herfigures
move.
the kidnaped boy safe and sound, .he was so
amazed that for the space of a moment he could
not find the use of his tongue. But the cheering had started by this time, and for the next
ten minutes pandemoniu{ll had broken loose. El•
wood, the millionaire mine owner, quickly came to
the scene, and the boy was clasped in his, arms.
"That's what I call one of the greatest things
what ever happened," Merry, the wheelright, declared, as he gripped the clever Chinee by the
hand. "Young Wild West has won a big reward
an' from what I've heard say, it was the hottest
trail he was ever on. Good luck to you all. · I
hope you'll get a good share of that ten thousand
Make Sec1·et Investigations
dollars, Mr. Hop."
Earn Big .Money. Work home or travel.
"Lat allee light," the Chinaman answered.
Fascinating work. Excellent opportu"You velly smartee Melican man. Me likee you
nity. Experience unnecessary. Partic•
velly muchee. Me go have lillee dlink."
ulars free. Write:
There is nothing much that could be added to
GEORGE R. WAGNER
this exciting adventure of Young Wild West's.
Fo-rmer Government Detective
Suffice it to ;;ay that the boy was landed safely
1ome, to be folded ill his mother's arms, and that
1968 Broadwa7, New York
;
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Fred and the Fire Chief
- - or-.-

The Case of the Boss of Boston
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but what we want is the money now. Hello,
what's this?"
Upon the washstand lay a folded paper held
down by the tooth mug.
"Addressed to me, by gracious!" cried Stark.
"Could he have known me, after all?"

By DICK ELLISON
CHAPTER IX.
(A Serial Story)

On the Raft.

CHAPTER VIII.-( Continued)
"How deep do you suppose that water is?"
demanded Fred.
·
"Easily ascertained. What about your mop
handles? Try it."
"Two feet," announced Fred, as he drew the
mop handle out of the water.
"Then there are more holes than we could
stop, even if there was no water here at the
resent moment. We shall· have to give it up.
Come on! I'm going for that money now." "What money?"
"Why, the bank money, man. That Lidman
has blown his brains out I haven't the least
doubt."
"But why should he do it? Do you suppose he
knew that you were after him?"
"He knew that somebody was after him, but
I don't think for a moment that he knev.1- I am
a detective. No; that could not be."
There was nothing to be done in the hold, so
they returned to the deck.
A strange calmness had come over Fred.
He felt as though he di.d not care what happened.
"It is very dark," remarked Sam. "Not a star
anywhere. I wish I was weather-wise, but I am
not. Still, I can't help thinRing that this calm
is the forerunner of a storm."
"Have you any idea where we are?"
"Not the slightest. Captain Snell talked about
the coast of Cuba yesterday, but as things have
turned out, you can see for yourself that no dependence can be placed in his statements."
They descended into the cabin and stood for a
few moments listening at the stateroom door.
"Horrible silence," breathed Sam. "Well, here
goes for 'a shy at the situation. We will give him
one more call."
He pounded on the door several I times and
shouted, "Mr. Towns" again and agam.
But all this brought no answer.
That there was something wrong inside was
certain enough.
And so it proved, for when they burst in the
door there lay the defaulting cashier dead on the
floor with a revolver in a line with his hand.
"He has shot himself through the forehead,"
said Sam, holding up the lantern.
Fred shuddered.
"It makes me sick to look at him," he said.
"Well, you needn't be. The man was a beautiful rascal. He first stole some sixty thousand
dollars from the bank and blew it in on State
meet, gambling in copper stocks. When he was
detected and called up before the board of diYectors, what does he do but coolly grab all cash
in sight, over a hundred thousand dollars, and
,mltz off with it. Crazy, you say? Well, perhaps;

Sam Stack unfolded the paper and read aloud
as follows;
"To THE DETECTIVE-When you find this you
will previously have found me dead. I knew you
from the instant I laid eyes on you. I know that '
you will hound me to my death, and as I am
tired I of living, death may as well came now.
You want the Westminster Bank money. Well,
take it-what there is left. You will find it in
my smallest dress-suitcase.
Take my dying
curse with it. I hope you may never live to get
back to Boston. I wish you may go to feed thesharks, for you have hounded me to my death.
"Yours in haste,
"H. LIDMAN ."
"There's viciousness for you!" cried Sam.
"Why should he hate me for doing my duty? But
it's the way of the world."
"The key is in the dress-suitcase. Shall I open
it?" asked Fred.
"Do," replied the, detective.
And it was Fred who threw the case open, displaying great bundles of greenbacKs and yellowbacks, with a mass of papers tucked in between.
"There you are!" cried Sam. "He not only
stole all the money he could lay hands on, but he
took these papers also, so as to complicate the
situation at the bank."
"What shall we do with it?"
"The money? Oh, take the case into my stateroom. We'll leave him where he lies. Hold on,
though; I might as well search his clothes first.
We may find something worth saving."
"Here's his watch and a big diamond stud!"
cried Fred.
"We'll take those," replied Sam, fumbling at
the pockets. "No; I can find nothing here. The
suitcase contains it all."
"There's the other suitcase."
"Take that along, and we will examine it later.
I think we had better go on deck now."
So the suitcases were stowed away in Sam
Stark's stateroom, and they returned to the deck.
Apparently there was no change in the situation.
The distant lights had vanished, however.
Sam Stark lowered his lanthern over the side,
and the result was startling.
The Five Brothers h.ad settled to within three
feet of her deck.
"We are liable to founder at any moment," declared Sam. "We must rig up something in the
shape of a raft, I suppose, though how to go
about it I haven't the faintest idea."
"There a:re the stateroom doors," suggested
Fred.
"Well, I suppose two or three of them can be

.
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lashed . together. There are some life-preserver s
"Heavens! How shall I get aboard?" he yelled.
in the cabin. We will_ hitch as many onto the . "Jump for your life!" shouted Fred. "There
<loors as best we can, besides hitching a couple isn't a second to lose!"
onto ourselves. Beautiful business! I can't
"But I can't swim!"
swim a stroke; can you?"
"I'll do my best to help you. Jump! Jump I
"Oh, yes; I'm a pretty good swimmer," replied Stay, though! Throw those bags on the raft or
Fred, "but I don't suppose that will do much they will weigh you down!"
good."
Sam sent the suitcases flying.
"You can't tell. It may save your life yet.
Fortunately both landed on the raft.
Hustle, now, Freddy. Get provisions and water
The water was now on a level with the schoontogether while I devote my energies to the raft. er's rail, and Fred almost V\,ished he had
waited
It does seem a shame to think that the chances a minut~ longer before cutting free.
are all in .favor of my losing that money, now
Sam Jumped, and even as he did so the Five
that it has come into my hands."
' Brothers sank .down under the :water.
An hour of active work followed.
It seemed but a SE:Cond before her masts had
.Four stateroom doors were lashed together, · vanished. .
· ·
·
and with great difficulty dropped over the side
And Sam Stark! ·.
and made fast.
For a moment it· looked as though it was all
.Upon these the provisions and water were over with the detective, and that he had been
placed, and· all was ready for a start.
carried down with th,e swish of the sinking vesThe schooner in the meanwhile had settled sel.
·
another foot, and there she seemed inclined to
Fred had intended to .jump right in after
stay, . for the next half hour brought no percep- but as the man vanished on the instant he him,
held
tible change.
·
back.
"The blamed thing must have struck some kind
"He's bound to come up," he thought. "Oh,
of balance with the water," declared Sam, "but what shall I do?"
I see our finish. She'll go down all in one inAnother would have clung to the raft and done
stant when she does go. I don't think we had " nothing.
·
better stay here any longer, Fred."
Not so Fred.
"It's just as you say," replied Fred. "I can't
The psychological moment came.
pretend to advise."
Suddenly Sam Stark rose to the surface some
"I think we had better take to our raft and ten feet away from the raft and threw up his
cast off."
hands.
"Don't we want the ship's compass?"
"Save me, Fred!" he called, and down he went
~'It might be as well to take it along if it is in a second time.
the binnacle," was the reply.
But Fred was ahead of him.
But it was.n't. Captain Snell had attended to
Without an· instant's hesitation he took the
that.
dive.
Dangerous work!
"I'll go aboard and see how the thing holds
Stark was no weakling. Would he pull the boy
up," said Fred.
"That's my · job," protested Sam. "You are down?
But Fred had saved li~es from death by drownonly a passenger, I believe."
"I am perfectly willing that you should be cap- ing twice before, as it hap~ened, and he knew
tain," replied Fred, ."but inasmuch as the n_as- just how to catch his man.
He got him under the water, too, and they rose
senger can swim and the captain can't, it is his
together.
job."
"Keep perfectly quiet, if you value your life
He hopped over the side.
and mine!" cried Fred.
· ·
The raft held him up perfectly.
"And I'm doing it," gasped the detective, "but,
"I'll go for the money now," said Sam, and he
oh, Freddy, we shall never ·r each that raft!"
hurried below.
And indeed it looked so.
It was an odd notion of the detective's to leave
If it had been anything but the singularly ·
the" dress-suitcase in his stateroom until the last
quiet sea that it was there would have been no
moment, and Fred had protested against it.
Several times he advised bringing the bags up, show.
Even now the raft had dropped twenty feet
but Sam would not have it so.
And now, as Fred crouched on the raft, wait- and over away from them.
"I'm going to kick out with my feet!" cried
ing, he saw that the . end had come,
"Make no move or it's all day with us."
All at once the waterlogged schooner began Fred.
Sam Stark was doing his best, but a move was
to settl~ down with stai;tling rapidity.
being made in another direction.
"Sam! Sam!" shouted Fred.
All at once a breeze struck Fred's face. "I
"Coming!" Sam Stark's voice was heard callknew it was to come."
ing from below.
Yes, it had come, and it came harder and
"Well, you had better come! She. is sinking!
harder still.
I shall have to cut away!"
"We are lost!" thought Fred.
Fred whipped out his knife and sawed the line
And indeed it looked so, "for the raft was still
through.
At the same instant Sam Stark, with his dress- ten feet away.
suitcai:es, appeared :i.1 deck.
(To be continna<J..),
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SWEDISH ROYAL DENTIST ARRIVES SUF- •
FERING FROM A TOOTHACHE
Dr. J. N. Sandblom, dental surgeon to the King
of Sweden, arrived recently on the new motor~
ship Gripsholm, of the Swedish-American Line,
suffering from toothacll.e. He laughed about it
when questioned and said:
"I have had the toothache for five days, but it
is a little better now. After I have taken Mrs.
Sandblom to the hotel with our baggage I will go
and see a dentist who is a friend of mine."
Asked what they royal family of Sweden were
like when they sa_t in the dentist's chair, Dr•
Sandblom said:
· "Royal patients are the best patients,. in my
experience, because they have more control. I
have always found that women are more easy to
treat than men, probably because the ;former are .
more accustomed to pain."

..

l!'RE,D KNIOllT, Pres. and Treaa,
R. ~,. MARR, Vice-Pres. and llee.

INTERESTING ARTICLES
THE AGE OF CONSENT
Why is it that a parent must support a male
child until he is 21 years of age and a female
child only to the 18th year?
'fhe law only provides that at the age of 18
years the woman may marry withou~ the consent
of parents or guar dian. Eac_h_ sex comes of age
at 21 years, in so far as ab1hty to vote and to
manage their own affairs is concerned.
BOY SCOUTS BEGIN WORLD TREE SEED
EXCHANGE; SEND WALNUTS AT
ROOSEVELT GRAVE TO BRITAIN
Six black walnuts sent to the Boy Scouts of
England recently, through the Scientific American, marked the beginning of an interesting exchange of tree seeds by the Boy Scouts of America. Accompanying the walnuts, which were
gathered after they had fallen from a tree over·
hanging . the grave of Theodore Roosevelt m
Oyster Bay, L. I., was a letter signed by Dan
Beard, "grand old man" of the Boy Scouts.
EDISON, AT TELEGRAPH KEY, EXCELS
OTHER VETERANS
Thomas A. Edison excelled recently in a speed
and accuracy contest in sending telegraph messages and received a gold telegraph sending key
from the Lackawanna Railroad as a reward.
The test was held on board a special ti·ain taking Edison Company officials and officials of the
•_Lackawanna Railr_o a~ from Sout~ Orange to
New Village, N. J., to m spect the Edison Portland
Cement Plant there and the new siding developments installed by the Lackawanna. The wires
were rigged between the cars.
E. M. Rine, secretary and Vice-President of the
Lackawanna, and P. J, Flynn in charge of traffic
for the road, both veteran telegraphers, took turns
conversing over the wires with the aged inventor,
who, as a young man, was employed as railroad
telegraph operator and showed today that he still
retained much of his skill and speed

..... ..

LAUGHS
"It seems strange," said Deacon May-berry, as
he counted the money after church, "that a large
congi·egation can be so small."
Irishman-Gimme me three cigars. ShopmanStrong or mild? Irishman-Gimme me the strong
wans. The weak wans br~ak in me pocket!
"Do you call this a pint?" asked the sharp servant girl of the milkman. "Yes." "Well, it won't do.
When we want condensed milk we'll buy it at tne
grocer's."
"I reckon you didn't think of your poor old dad
all the while you were away." "Yes, we .did, dad.
When ma heard a man grumbling about his meals
at the hotel she said: 'That's just like pa!'"
0

Ethel-Frank was desperately in love with Priscilla. Why, he used to send her the most expensive
flowers and presents nearly every <)ay for three
years! Mabel-Did he finally win her? Ethel-No,
he earned her.
•.
"Tommy," asked Ute teacher, "if y_ou have six
sticks of candy and clivided with your little brother, how many will each of you have?" "I'll have
five and he'll have one," answered Tpmmy. "Too
much candy always makes him sick."
"Ven Rosenstein failed he made me a preferred
creditor." "Vat you mean?" "All der rest of his
creditors had to vait thirty days to find out tley
vouldn't get a cent. I knew it immediately!"
"Oh, yes," said the pilot of the river steamboat.
"I have been piloting boats up and down this river
so long that I know where every submerged rock
and stump is." Just then the boat struck a rock
with a jar. "There; that's one of them, now," he
concluded.
Hiram-That boy of yours what went to college
could do some powerful lifting with the club and
di.µnbbells. Silas-Yes; but I always thought ,
more of the other one's lifting powers. HiramDiq he lift dumbbells and the ·1ike? No; but he
lifted the mortgage.

/
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the ringleader of the discontended spirits in the
regiment, and it was 'determined, if chance offered, to make an example of him.
But he had more than : he usual amount of
Oriental cunning.
The year 1857 was a memorable one in India,
· One· day, however, he allowed himself of give
and not likely to be forgotten. It was the year way to his passion and committed a gross act of
of the terrible mutiny which raged over half the insubordinatio:n.
country and threatened at one time to overthrow
He was court-martialed. I was the principal
the English rule.
witness against him, and he was · or der ed to be
I was a young subaltern in the 19th Hussars, flogged and dismissed from the regiment. The
which I had joined the year previous. I was sentence was duly ca rried out, and no more was
longing for an opportunity to show of what thought of it. I have dwelt on thL incident, as
metal I was made. Soldiers' blood ran in my its sequel was fraught with the most momenveins, for my family had for generations fur- tous consequences.
nished good and true- men to the American army.
Some two months after ::.iis event I was in
I was also in love, a by no means uncommon charge of a sma ll force of thirty men at an outfeeling in a young soldier. And, also, as fre- post about fifty miles from Chendarce.
quently happens, there were great obstacles that
Colonel Fitzp~trick had been to inspect our
seemed to be between me and the object of my little garrison and had brought his daughter and
affections. Edith Fitzpatrick, for that was her her maid Mary with him. After staying three
name, was a beautiful girl. Her face beamed days he started for Chenaaree wit:i his aide, and
with good nature, and he~ golden hair and lovely it was arranged that Edith and her maid should
blue eyes made a conquest of me as soon as I
travel home with three native attenants of proved
knew her.
fidelity. She did not go with her father, as he
It was on the P. & O. steamer Indus that we was visiting . various posts on the way, and would
had first met. I was journeying by steamer to be somewhat delayed.
.
join my regiment ~nd she having just finished
About two hours, therefore, after the colonel
h~r education was going out to India to join her started, Edith bade me an affectionate farewell
father. A steamer is admirably fitted for a and departed. I bad charged the colonel's old
flirtation, and we were both desperately in love sergeant, Bussan Uskaree, to .guard her faithwith each other; we both pledged eternal con- fully, and he solemnly swore to do so. This
stancy, and Edith vowed that if she could not somewhat relieved me, because; although rebelmarry me she would never marry.
lion had not actually broken out yet, it was
· Her father was the colonel of the regiment I necessary to take precautions.
was abo_u t to join, and would hardly approve of
I sat in the bungalow with Harry Talbot, a
the marriage of his only daughter to a young fellow officer of my own age, smoking a cheroot
and penniless officer, who had only his sword to and thinking of Edith.
depend upon for a living.
He was teasing me about her, and I bore all
: We therefore determined to keep our -enga ge- his jokes with the utmost g ood temper because
ment secret, and trusted that somehow things
I knew he was true to me. We had been sitting
there for perhaps two hours, when I was startled
would come out right.
.
.I joined my regiment and attended td the usual by the appearance of Hussau U skaree at the door
routine of a subaltern's life. Endless drills and of the bungalow. As he entered I rose from my
parades occupied my time, but no chance came chair and r ega rded him with anxiety.
t~ distinguish_myself.
·
"Tell me," I shouted, "in the name o: Heaven,
I saw Edith but £ eldom.
what has happened?"
When we met, however, her looks and words
, "Sahib," he said, in hoarse accent!;, "the young
showed me plainly that she was still true to her lady has been taken from me. Oh, I am lost tioth.
•
I am lost!"
In the spring of 1857 matters began to get
It appeared that after the party had traveled
serious in Bengal. Native agitators were spread- about five miles Edith and her maid were riding
ing over the land, and were busy in "trying to ahead of the two soldiers, and Hussan was some
corrupt the soldiers.
little distance in the rear.
When they were on the edg of a thick jungle
These were composed of· Hindoos and Mohammedans. The non-commissioned officers were na- a body of men on horseback sprang out of the
tives, and the superior officers were Europeans. bush and seized the two girls. The two native
soldiers dashed forward to help them, and were
My business is · not to tell how the mutiny originated. This is a long story. I have simply to instantly shot.
Hussan immediately stopped, as he knew he
deal with facts as they affect my fortunes.
. I had been sent to Chendaree, in Bengal, some could render no help, and turned his horse quickly
distance from Cawnpore, on special work. I had around. He saw the girls and a number of their
to strengthen the Europeans who were in com- captors disappear in the jungle, and he then
mand of the Tenth Bengal Cavalry. This regi- put spurs to his horse and urged him along at
ment was supposed to be inclined to rebel, and the utmost speed, for three of the villains who
were concerned in the crime came after him. •He
special precautions were taken ..
One of the native sergeants, or Havildar, as he knew what to expect if he was captured, and after a hard ride of two_ miles: he managed to outwas called, was Sewak Tewai:ee. He was a Hin.doo. Tall and swarthy and villainous-looking. ~ distance. his pursuers, and. luckily escaped the
naturally, he was. rendered still more so by a shots they sent after him. The poor fellow's agifrightful sword cut · across the cheek, which had tation was terrible. He dreaded to meet the colleft a hideous scar. Sewak was looked upon as onel, and I really believe death would have been -
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welcome to him. No sooner had he finished than
Before starting for the camp : had written a
a peon, or messenger, canre running 11-p breath- note telling Edith to be on . her guard, that
lessly with dispatches from headquarters. The friends were in the camp and would endeavor to
.., contents were alarming. The mutiny had al- rescue them that night. This I managed to give
ready commenced, and the most :.orrible atroci- her, unperceived by anyone.
ties had been committed by the· rebels, especially
Sewak began to get drowsy and gave the sig·
·
on women and children. This added to my ago~ nal for retiring. ,
ny, and 1 dreaded to think what fate was in
Soon all the camp was in profound slumber
. store for the girl I loved.
except Hussan -and mysel:( and the two girls, who
"Hussan," I said, "have you no idea who the were in an agony of anticipation. The sentry
villains were who have taken Miss Fitzpatrick? was also wide awake. He was posted outside the
.
Speak, man!"
entrance to the girls' tent.
"Sahib," he replied, "I was some way off, and
Hussan and I were lying at some distance from
could therefore with difficulty distinguish -their --the Havildar's followers and ~ear the girls' tent .
.faces. One, ,however, I could almost swear to. 1t Our object w~s to get an entrance to this tent in
was that old Havildar of the regiment, Sawak some way. We talked softly and soon decided
.
Tewaree."
that one plai:i only was feasible. I. was to creep
My mind was soon made up. I determined at -around to the back of the tent and cut a hole in
all hazards to follow on the track of the ex- it through which the girls could escape. BusHavildar and his gang and rescue Edith or per- san meanwhile was to look after the sentry.
ish in the attempt.
I crept along most carefully, scarcely rising
I decided to take Hussan, on whose fidelity I
the ground and taking care to keep in the
. could rely, and whose knowledge of the country from
dark shadow. Soon I reached the tent, a~d drawwould be valuable.
made a long
· I also took ten of our native troops, on whose ing my knife I softly and cautiously
in it, sufficient to enable the inmates to get
integrity and courage I could rely, and mounting cut
·
through.
our horses, we started on our perilous iourney.
The girls were on the alert, and in .a minute
At length night came, but we still rode on. Not
for long, for the sharp eyes of Hussan detected, Edith was in my arms. I told the girls to follow
·at a considerable distance away, a faint glimmer me, and to move with the least possible noise. At
of light, which he pronounced to be a campfire. this moment the sentry started as if he heard a
We immediately halted, and sent one of our party noise, and moved toward the door of the tent. One
forward to reconnoiter. He returned in a few look and the empty tent would have been seen,
minutes, saying he had been near enough to see and all was lost. Hussan had seen this danger,
who the camp consisted of. He saw a female and at the instant the sentry turned his back he
figure, which he was almost certain was the col- struck him. With scarcely a groan the sentry
onel's daughter, and by the light of the fire rec- fell dow_n dead. Hussan then passeq through the
ognized the old sergeant of the regiment. Our tent, gomg out at the cut I had made in the back.
worst fears were realized, and we knew no mercy In a few moments he joined me and the captives,
and we made for our men with all possible speed .
. was to be expected.
Very soon we reached our rendezvous. The
He resolved to join the camp immediately. I
changed dresses with one of the men, and some men were all ready. I placed Edith in the sadcolor soon rendered my face and hands to an ap- dle in front of me, and Hussan did the same with
pearance of that of a young Hindoo. Hussan the maid. The poor girls were almost dead with
· put on a long robe and assumed as nearly as pos- fear and fatigue.
We rode on until we came to a broad and rapid
sible the dl'ess ancj manner of an India fakir. I
told the men what we intended doing, and I cau- stream.
This effectually barred our path, and must be
tioned them to be on the alert and in constant
readiness to fly if we managed to ;retµrn with the crossed. To our dismay, we saw Sewak's party
two girls. I had no fear of their proving remiss. at a considerable distance in the rear, riding as
When we got near the camp the noise of our hard as they could to overtake us. We put our
movements was heard by the sentry who turned horses at the water. It was the only chance of
and saw us in a mome~t. Immediat~ly he pointed life. The ladies never flinched. The horses bathis rifle at us. Hussan fell on his 1:nees and tled bravely with the flood, but I thought it was
clasped his hands and shouted a greeting in all over with us. By superhuman efforts at length
Hindoostanee. This seemed to satisfy the man, we reached the opposite bank in safety. Not too
who bade us approach. He, however, never soon, for just at this moment Sewak and his band
ceased to cover us with his rifle. He made us appeared at the opposite bank.
Leaving four men to keep the river, we urged
march before him, and in this way we were . ushour horses on. They were nearly dead beat.
ered into the presence of the Havildar.
"Great Lord," said Hussan, "thy servant is a
Judge of our joy when we met a large party
poor fakir, bound for the holy city of M'eerut. of our c,wn regiment galloping toward us. ColoThis youth is a poor ballad singer whom I met nel Fitzpatrick was with them. In a moment
with on the way. We crave, humbly, food and Edith was sobbing on his neck. The old colonel
rest."
had heard of her capture, and was on his way to
After we had eaten some food, Sewak Tewaree endeavor to come up with the miscreants who
motioned us to approach. I moved over to where had taken her.
the girls were seated and Hussan sat near me.
H~ overwhelmed m1; with thanks, and could say
As commanded by the ex-sergeant, I sang as nothmg when I told !um of my love and asked him
w;ell as I could some simple ballads which I had for her hand.
learned, and I observed that Sewali:'s face took
After the mutiny was over I married Edith and
1i'1>leasanter expression.
later ·learned Sewak had been taken a prisoner.
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FIRST BUFF ALO NICKEL
The first issue was ,in February, 1913. In May,
1913, the die was changed in order to bring out
~he words "five cents" more plainly. There is no
·
premium on the first nickels.
BEWARE OF POOR MINDS
When you are driving, look out for the man
with the poor mind rather than the one with the
poor eye-sght.
Dr. Harold D. Judd of Detroit has r ecently
made a study of one hundred serious automobile
casualties, in co-operation with the Detroit Police
Department, and has come to the conclusion that
poor minds rather than poor eyes are the cause
of most of the accidents. "A man with only 50
per cent. visual efficiency and a 100 per cent.
mentality," Doctor· Judd is quoted as saying,
"would make a more careful driver than the man
with perfect eyes and half mentality. Observation has shown also that the man with perfect
eyes and full intelligence is liable to be more
careless than the man who knows· his eyesight is
bad, but who is mentally normal." Out of the
one hundred cases studied, Doctor Judd found
only five unquestionably due to defective eyesight.
FRENCH POLICE USE WIRELESS TO
TRANSMIT FINGERPRINTS
The French police, always famed for the perfec.tion of their organization, are now using the radio
to transmit pictures of fingerprints bf "wanted"
persons and criminals, as well as their general
description. Belinograph transmitters have been
installed in the Prefecture of Police, with which
photographs of fingerprints can be flashed to other
French cities either over the telegraph wire or by
radio in a few seconds.
Speed is one of the most important factors in
the battle a gainst crime, and the Detective Department is confident that the installation of the
belinograph will make the crook's job considerably
more hazar dous.
It is under st ood other countr ies are planning to
follow the French example. This should help the
police to catch international criminals who have
been able to escape across fronti ers by using rapid
transportation before their descriptions could
reach the frontier sta tions.
NEW RADIO DEVICE TO PREVENT
COLLISIONS AT SEA IN FOG
Announcement of a new radio devise to reduce the chances of collision between vessels at
sea in storm or fog, was made r ecently by t he
Federal Telegr aph Company of California , following tests along the P a cific Coast ma de by the
United States Lighthouse Ser vice. the Standard
· Oil Company · and tie Federal . Telegraph Company
The device has been named the Kolster mobile
radio beacon in honor of its inventor, Dr. F. A.
Kolster, who also invented the radio compass.

It is d~scribed ~s a low power automatic radio
t1;ansm1tter which sends ou~ a characteristic
signa l over a short distance.
. It is installed in the pilot house and operates
mdependently of the ship's wireless apparatus.
In ~ogzy wea~her the device is turned on. The
r~di<? signal !t transmits is heard by any ship
withm ten miles, which by the use of the radio
co~p_ass, or direction finder, can determine the
position of the approaching vessel.
EDISON FORESEES NEW ERA OF DISASTER WITH AIR TRAFFIC
. The city ?f today has outgrown its uSt!fulness,
~n the. opm10n of Thomas A. Edison, who, in aJ"'
mterview by Edward Marshall in the curr.ent i~
s~e o~ the Forum Magazine, visualizes the scientific city of the future.
. In this c~ty of fu_ture, as foreseen by the noted
mvsentor, time savmg will be of prime importance, and traffic congestion will be solved by
the mathematician, who will supplant the traffic
policeman; crime will decrease before the advent of the s cientifi c policeman, and taxes will
~e~ome astonishingly low with government of
cities- by experts.
~?ise in the citY. of the_ future, however, in the
opm10n of Mr. Edison, will increase rather than
de~r ease, . but the human _being will become suffi~iently aeafened by nature so that his nerves
will be able to withstand the increased din the
'
Associated Press reports.
Two methods of regulating traffic are advanced by Mr. Edison, the one being creation of
express and accommodation streets and the other .
the depressing of cross streets. But solution of ·
the traffic problem, he holds, lies in the mathe- ·
matisian, with his labors augmented by the architect.
The skyscraper, origiqally built as a timesavez:, Mr. Edison bel~eves, must evel)tually be
r estricted to prevent 1t from becoming a timeloser, due to the huge masses of people leaving
and entering the buildings at the same hour.
The roofs of buildings, now generally unused,
will be converted into landing fields, Mr. Edison says, especially with the prefection of . the
helicopter for vertica l rising. This will bring
on an era of new catast r ophes, h e foresees. But
even this will not prevent the general u se of aircraft.
~he lo~s of acute hearing foreseen by Mr.
Edison ~11 be a benefit, 1;ather than a handicap,
to the city dweller, he beheves. He points to his
o~ almost total deaf?ess and says it has given
him stea dy nerves which even the great est noise
of the cities cannot jar.
Government of American cities by expert executives, he points out, merely will follow tlie system prevailing in Germ~ny for years, and he
prophesies that when American cities tackle th13
problem of their management in the same manner as big business most of these problems will
J
disappear.
~
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A MOTHER FROG
foot cutter Stella Maris and was last seen tenAn evoluting frog has confounded science by . weeks ago 200 miles from his journey'.:; end.
developing a mother instinct, usually thought to
Captain Fava lost both his feet through
be reserved for the higher animals.
freezing during t~e war. Despite this handicap,
In the hedge bank near Llandrinio, Wales, the attracted by a prize of $50,000 offered by a rich
· frog, a female, is bringing up a family of robins,
Italo-American, he set out alone in his little
whose mother apparently had been killed. All boat on March 3. Forty-five days later he was
day she is busy collecting worms and flies for her seen passing through the Straits of Gibraltar.
foster family, pam,ing only to croak angrily when . He was again lost sight of till July, when the
curious visitors got too near the nest.
steamer Assunta met him in mid-ocean. In
August the steamer Providence saw him off the
DOG "EXECUTED" A£ COUNTY COURT
coast of Newfoundland. Ten weeks ago the
DENIES APPEAL
steamer Duilio sighted him 200 miles from New
"Sport," St. Boniface dog, who bit a woman York. Since then he has not been seen.
who was pulling his mistress' hair during a fight,
_Captain Fava started with four months' supwas executed at dawn the other day at Winnipeg, plies and he has been gone eight and a half
, Man.
months. It is thought possible that he sucThe sentence of death was imposed_on "Sport" cumbed to hunger and fatigue or perished in a
at a trial two months a go, his counsel pleading storm off the American coast. The Government
that the dog "bit to save." Recently the sentence has taken an interest in Captain Fava's case and
of the city magistrate was confirmed by the has instructed its representatives abroad to make
county court and "Sport" was · chloroformed.
inquiries abroad to ilscertain his fate.
IN THE HEAVENS
The constellation Andromeda is of particular
int~rest, since from it showers of meteors appear
at mtervals. , These · meteors are associated with
the mysterious Biela's comet, which disappeared
in the · first half o_f the _nineteenth century, and
may have left_ behmd this "star dust," or ·group
of meteors, which reappear at this time each year.
Andromeda passes across the meridian almost
directly overhead. It -is a long sprawling' constellation.; _As an aid in locating' it, first find Mars,
the brilliant red planet. Draw an imaginary line
front _Mars to ·t~e b~g, brilliant W-shapeil constellation of Cassiopeia. Halfway along that line
rou will cut the ea~tern part of Andromeda, comSWISS SCIENTISTS PLAN USE OF RAYS mg close to the ea~ternmost star of this group,
FROM THE STARS
Almaak. Almaak 1s m the left foot of the imTwo Swiss scientists, Doctor Kolvorster and aginary Princess. To the southwest come three
Doctor Deesalis, who have been living in a tent more bright stars in a row, representing the
for the past month on the summit of Monch Moun- girdle, the left breast and the left shouolder.
Between the two middle stars of Andromeda
tain; at an altitude of 13,465 feet-, making astronomical observations, report a remarkable scien- and Cassiopeia shines a faint wi&l) of light, barely
showing tQ the naked eye, but under the teletific discovery.
They found that a certain group of stars send scope one of the most wonderful sights in the
out extraordinary rays of light, whose radioactive heavens. It is the famous nebula of Andromeda
force is far stronger than that of Roentgen rays. which some astronomers regard as a whole uni~
The scientists hope to capture and employ these verse still in the making.
In ancient mythology, Andromeda was the
rays for scientific and medical purposes.
Owing to the cold weather the astronomers daughter of Cepheus and Cassfopeia, King and
were obliged to cease further inv'l!stigations this Queen _of_ Ethiopa. Cassiopeia offended Neptune
by cla1mmg that she was more beautiful than
- year and descended at Interlaken.
the sea nymphs. Neptune, angered, sent a sea
monster to ravage the kingdom. In answer to the
CRIPPLED ITALIAN IN TINY ' BOAT BEEthiopians' plea, Zeus intervened and said that
LIEVED LOST NEAR NEW YORK AFTER t~e. sea monster would be checked, but only on conLONE TRIP FROM NAPLES
d1t10n that Andromeda be sacrificed to the beast.
Another tragedy of the high seas was recently .T he unhappy Princess .was accordingly taken to
revealed through the disclosure of the ill-fated the shore and chained to a rock to await the
voyage of Captain Terezio Fava, who is thought monster. Just as she was about to be devoured
td have perished, when only a few miles from his Perseus_. son. of Zeus_, rescued her. Zeus, working
goal in his attempt to reach New Y-0rk from a fav_or1te trick of his, transported all the princiTorre. del Creco, near Naples, alone in an open . pals m the drama to the stars, where, according
sailing boat. He started from Torre del Greco to legend, Andromeda may still pe seen chained
eight and a half months ago in the eighteen to the rock,
AN UNUSUAL FAMILY
Woodchucks and· rats live in peaceful happiness
on a certain street in Bowdoinham, Maine. A
"family of rats have a home un·der an old stone
wall, coming out after crumbs thrown to the birds.
One day recently, a young wo ~dchuck leisurely
crossed the state road, taking his time between
cars, found the rat dining-room, and ate peacefully th1·ough a course meal, in spite of the rats
that soon appeared. When next seen, there were
three woodchucks and as many rats, and so far
.this unusual fl}mily of diners has remained unmolested.
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